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4by LOCATION OF AN ENTERPRISE

CHAPTER

“The choice of the place (location) where an industrial undertaking (Unit) started has a very great influence on

productivity, efficiency and profitability of the enterprise.”

INTRODUCTION

 

plantsis critical to the operation ofthe set-up in an

Location considerations for the establishment of manufacturing

aid from the technical point of view regardingsite

uninterrupted and least resistant manner. Considerable emphasisis|

locations.

Thestudy ofindusrial location formsan important branch of economic geography which has engaged theattention

of both economists and geographers. Economists judge from the point of view of profit, productivity and growth.

Similarly, they may also look from the point of view of raw material, market, labour, finance, infrastructure, policy,

costs, incentives, and subsidies.

In this chapter, an entirely different perspective of selection of site for an enterprise has been dealt with. The

selectionof site and equipment are important aspects of a project to derive maximum operative economy and

effectiveness.

An idealsite certainly contributes to the smooth and efficient functioning of an enterprise. It not only saves on

costs but also enhances productivity and profits. An ideal location is a boon to a manufacturing unit to grow, diversify

and prosper, as well as provide quality products on an ongoing basis.

Need for Enterprise Location

The necd for plant location arises under the following circumstances:

(1) When a newenterprise is to be established.

(2) In the case of established enterprise, the need for enterprise location arises when expansion, decentralisation

and diversification is undertaken to meetthe increased demandforits products.

(3) Wheneverthe existing factory is not in a position to obtain renewal of lease.

(4) Whenan undesirable location is to be abandoned.

(5) When the tendencyof shifting the market, depletion of raw materials, changesin transportation facilities, new

processes requiring a different Jocation are observed in a factory.

(6) When a new branchor branches are to be opened for inceasing the volume of production or distribution or

both.
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a

gmportance of Enterprise Location

Theselection of an appropriate location enablesthe enterprise to operate smoothly,efficiently, and with the minimum

cost; it is estimated that manufacturing and distribution costs may vary to an extent of 10 per cent simply by virtue of

the choice of enterprise location. Wronglocationleadsto wastagein efforts and talents of the promoters with consequent

uncertainty in results. The location of enterprise has a great effect on the successorfailure of the operation of that
jant. If the selection of the site is not proper, then all the money invested on factory building, machinery and their

installation etc. will go waste and the owner of the factory will have to suffer a great loss. Further, the cost of

transferring it from one location to another would prove a very costly affair and pose problems which cannot be easily

colved. Therefore, while selecting a site, the owner must consider technical, commercial and financial aspects and
then to select a suitable site that may provide maximum advantages.

Location is also an important factor determining the ultimate success or failure of a small-scale unit. On it may

depend the small industry's ability to obtain an adequate and regular supply ofits raw materials at minimumcost,to

maintain a sufficient labour force, and to serve its customers satisfactorily. In spite of its importance, many small
entrepreneurs in the past ignored the problem of properlocation of their units.

Seps in Enterprise Location

According to Bethel, Atwater and Smith enterprise location involves three main steps. They are: (1) selection of the

region or general area; (2) selection ofthe particular community; and (3) selection of the exact plantsite.

o
e

P
o
r
t
r
e
e

  
In choosing a plant location the entrepreneur would do well to follow the under-mentioned steps:

(i) Selection of the region;

(ii) Selection of the locality or community;

(iii) Selection of the exact site; and

(iv) Selection of an optimumsite.

Location is also an important factor determining the ultimate success orfailure of a small-scale unit. Onit may

dependthe small industry's ability to obtain an adequate and regular supply ofits raw materials at a minimum cost, to

maintain a sufficient labour force and to serve satisfactorily its customers. In spite of its importance, many small

entrepreneurs in the past did not pay muchattention to the problem of proper location of their units.

Location of any project is sometimes determined by governmentlicensing regulation and notby the choice ofthe

promoters. However, since location is an extremely important aspect for ensuring commercial successof an enterprise,

appraisers evacuate location in relation to availability of raw materials, power, labour, fuel, transport, market and other

infrastructure needs. The social infrastructure facilities such as availability of housing and education, medical and

recreation facilities such as availability of housing and education, medical and recreationfacilities also become important,

particularlyif skilled personnel haveto be attracted from outside.In the case of certain projects involving sophisticated

technology, availability of testing and research facilities are also taken into consideration. The weightage given to

different aspects depends upon the type of industry. Water and power availability, for example, are the major factors

examined particularly in relation to a power and water-intensive project. Generally, the power-intensive units are not

encouraged to be set up in areas having a chronic power shortage. In the case of export-oriented projects, location

near a port might prove advantageous,  
Location of an Enterprise |651
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‘ . . : ‘ hs iven below:Factors influencing selection of location may be shownin an exhibit as given

Table 45.1 Factors Affecting Location of an Enterprise
 

 
fA) Selection of

Region
(B) Selection of
Community

(C) Selection

ofSite

(D) Optimum

Selection ofSite

 
ft)

(i)

Availability of raw
materials

Nearness to market

(i)
(ii)

(ili)

Availability of labour
Civic amenities for workers

Existence of complementary and

fi) Soil, size and topography

fii) Disposal waste

(iii) Price of land

(iv) Expansion potential

Optimum site is selected

on the basis of a

comparative economic
survey of the alternative  (iii) Availability of power competing industries ; ee

: + a + t fi
and fuel (iv) Finance and Researchfacilities (v) Commercial services sites in questio

(tv) Transport (v) Availability of water and the (vi) Communication 7
(v) Suitability of climate fighting facilities (vil) Availability of amenities

(viii) Health of locality(vi) Governmentpolicy (vi) Local Taxes and restrictions ? ,
(vii) Competitionamong

—|

(vii) Momentumofan early start (ix) Statutory considerations
states (viii) Personal factors (x) Flood and drought

experience

fxi) Right and title of the land

(xii) Good scenery

(xiii) Attitude of local people
(xiv) Technological know-how
(xv) State Assistance

(ix) Bankingfacility

(x) Communicationfacility

(xi) Cultural affinity

(xu) Religious and social institutions

(xiii) Educational environment

(xiv) Historical factors

(xv) Political stability

(viii) Meterological

conditions and
topography       
 

Generally speaking if the value-added componentis not high, the project may be located near the source of raw
material but for projects manufacturing high value-added products, a wide choice in respectoflocationis available as
the products can bear the to and fro transportation cost of raw materials and finished products.

It has been foundin a recentinvestigation that some 92% ofthe small industrialists had selected the location oftheir units to the nearest point oftheir residence; and out of these some 90% ignored the economicsofthe location of
an industry. They did not bear in mind the fact that heavy recurring costs were involved in the purchase of rawmaterials that came from a place that wasfar from the location oftheir industries. In the case of some small industrialunits, a particular type of climate, proximity to rail or road transport is necessary, but no care had been taken inselecting a site with these locational advantages. The study concludes: “Dueto the faulty selection of a site for thelocation of an industry, some 56% of the small units failed within a period of five years of their start.” This factemphasises the importanceoflocation as a primary consideration in planned production andcontrol.

| Location F-{_tayout|]“Optimum Size|| Planning Hy Product Mix

 
 

Fig. 45.1:
Production

Channel of an
Enterprise

Weber's Theory of Industrial Location
The Weber’s theory of industrial location is based on the following basic assumptions:
(1) The materials used by an industry can be classified into ubiquitous and localised materialsThe ubiquities are those raw materials which are available everywhere,like brick claymaterials are those which are available in certain localities only, like minerals, fuel etc
The localised materials are further divided into (i) weight-losing orweight losing materials are those which considerably lose weight durinother minerals) as opposed to pure materials like cotton or wool.

 

   

and water, The localised

gross materials and (ii) pure materials. The
g£ the manufacturing Process (e.g.. coal and

(2) The situation and size of places of consumption are given, with the market comprisipoints. prising a numberof separate
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Box a
 

THE PROJECT

The Company has already set up a unit for re-refining of used/waste oils with an Installed capacity of 10,500 KL/MT, The
proposed issuc a to partly finance the Company's expansion programmeto manufacture blended lubricating oils, industrial waxes

and jellies as well as to provide balancing equipmentsto the existing re-refining plant to improve capacity utilisation and plant
efficiency. After the proposed expansion the capacity will increase to 13,500 KL/MT per annum,

LOCATION
The unit is located at Khopoli, Dist. Raigad, Maharashtra wi ‘Cc ckward

area having benefit of State Subsidy, ita which is about 90 kms. from Mumbal, It is a ‘C’ category Ba

The factors favouring this location are as under:

Easyavailability of raw materials from the surrounding areas in Maharashtra and Gujarat.

Proximity to the potential market of Mumbai.

Well established road network,

r
=

b
y

. Easy availability of power, water, labour and general industrial infrastructure.
LAND & BUILDING

The Companyis in possession of free hold land at Village Honad, Taluka Khalapur, Dist. Raigad, admeasuring 10,789 sq. mirs.

Ason March 31, 1992, the Company had incurred an expenditure of Rs. 55 lakhs approximately, towards purchase and development

of land and construction ofbuilding.

The existing built-up area is 1,130 sq. mtrs, approximately. The built-up area after the proposed expansionwill be 1,785 sq.

mtrs. and the civil construction contract has been awarded to M/s. Akcon Engineering Company.

    
(3) There are certain fixed labourlocations and labour is immobile. Wage rates may vary from location to location

but in each location supply of labouris unlimited at the given wagerate.

Weber’s theory divides the factors influencing industrial location into the following two:

(i) The general regional factors of transport and labourcosts. These general regional factors are regarded as the

primary causes affecting industrial location.

(ii) The local factor of ‘agglomerative’ or ‘deglomerative’ forces regarded as the secondary causes responsible

for redistribution of industries.

The location of an industry is determined by the interaction ofthe twosets of factors.

The limitations of the Weber's theory of industrial location are:

(1) The theory is based on three wrong assumptions about labour supply;

(2) Transport cost depend on the mode of transport, nature of goodsetc.;

(3) Location and size of markets may vary with changesin the economy;

(4) Non-economic factors also exert important influence on industrial location;

(5) The theory ignoresthe role of capital and entrepreneurship in industrialisation; and

(6) The classification of materials is not proper.

Selecting General Area

The important factors, which should be taken into account in the selection of a site, are (i) availability of raw

materials; (ii) availability of skilled and unskilled labour, (iii) nearness to the source of motive power; (iv) nearness to

market; (v) availability of transport facilities; (v4) nuisance problems; and(vii) suitability of the climate.

(i) Availability of Raw Materials: The region in which a manufacturing industrial unit is proposed to be set up

should provide at least a greater part of the raw material required, thus ensuring a continuity of supply at reasonable

prices.

Location of an Enterprise 653
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(1i) Availability of Skilled and Unskilled Labour: It has to be s¢en whether proper labour required is available in
the area. If labour is brought from other areas, its cost would go up. ;

(iti) Nearness to the source of motive power: The area should provide chesp mins caiGommulutenteie
sewage disposal facilities. Power failure has been one ofthe important reasons for industrial br small-

oan i ion of a small-scale industry js(tv) Nearness to market: If production is meant for self-consumption the location ’ dion ie ry
determined solely by considerations of the availability of raw materials, power and labour.If its productionis for the
market, its nearnessto market has also to be taken into account,
 

 

 

 

Table 45.2 The Important Factors in the Selection of a Site

Selection of Selection of Selection of
region locality ofsite

I. Availability of raw materials XXX

2. Nearness to markets KX

3. Availability of power KEN

4. Transport facilities aRX
3. Suitability of climate KXX

6. Governmentpolicy XXX

7. Competition between States

8. Availability of labour KXX
9. Civic amenities for workers AX

10. Finance and researchfacilities KKX
Il. Availability of water and

fire-fightingfacilities AMX
12. Local taxes andrestrictions AKX
13. Momentum ofan early start AXX
14. Personal factors

XXX
15. Soil. size and topography

RXX
16. Disposal of waste

KXX
17. Housingfacilities for workers

KXX
18. Unencumbered land

KXX
19. Good scenery

KXAX
20. Road.rail and water connections

RX   (v) Availability of transportfacilities: Transport cost has often been a decisive influence in the
:

thoice of location.In makinga selection. the factor to be consideredis th€ availability of transportation facilities at a reasonable cost.(vi) Nuisance Problems: If there are any special “nuisance” problems connected with an industry — smoke, noise,odour, or smog — an arrangementfor their control should either be available or necessary controls should beinstalled.(vii) Suitability of Climate: Although the natural climate as a factor has lostits importance following rapid
technological advances, small-scale industries have yet to pay adequate attention to this factor. Climate doesinfluencethe product andits quality.

The ocher important features to be considered are:
(1) Topography — flat, cheap or marshy land » Sea, lake or river location. V se- V€getarian insea-level, e the area

(2) Soil conditions — this determines the nature of foundation, nature:
and d ili :taken with regard to corrosion to unde-groundpipes, drainage requi chin OFpiling EUANS, SRP ELErements, quantity and costoffill required.
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(3) Water supply — surface or und
plant for softening and treatm

(4) Waste disposal — local regula
to main stream.

erground, Quality of w
ent may be required.

tions may require

ater is important, Where waterine: remely hard additional

additional facilities for treatment of effluents prior to discharge
iti f ree(5) Roe® plant to local transport facilities: nearness to rail connections or highway.(6) Availability of homes for workers.

(7) Local legislations and Municipal laws ineludin
(8) Living conditions

quality of schools,

& Sanitation, air and steam pollution and other factors.or labour and Management whichreligiousinstitutions. medical f;
(9) Communitydirectives and community attitude to(10) Tax concessions and otherincentiv

include consideration of climate, recreational facilities.
icilities. hospitals and other factors.

wards manufacturing activities and outside investors.
es applicable to area/site.

’ I g the site. Whenever a construction activity is
earth-moving equipment oe available in the area, Availability of constructionfacilitieslike rental of

Speeem & equipments, weldingsets etc., in the vicinity reducesthe cost of construction as well as the timeof project implementation.

termsof interference from external elements. The usual outcome
notes and the germination of seeds of dissatisfaction, which even if not
potenteffect of acting as a source of ‘learning’to others. In such situations,
nd often leads to industrial strife without cause.

Having decided upon thelocation, the selection of a su
consideration in the selection ofa site are:

directed towards one’s organisation, has a
any manipulation tendsto cold thinking a

itable site for the project is important. Factors taken into

Soil test indicating type and load-bearing capacity of the soil at various depths, water table, terrain, etc.;
Extent of site development required:

Climatic conditions, namely, temperature, rainfall, humidityetc.;
Presence of mineral deposits:

Proneness to natural and structural disturbances:

Leasehold or freehold nature ofland, price/compensation. mode of acquisition, etc.

For a proper assessmentofthe locational features ofa project, the borrowers are asked to enumerate the locational
advantages and are also required to furnish copies of the location map, site plan showing the cantourlines, internal
roads, power receiving station, railway siding, tubewell, factory, lay-out providing for flow of raw materials and
finished products, etc. While appraising the project,it is examined whetherthelandatsiteis sufficient not only for the
immediate but also for its future requirements. Care is also taken to ensure that the formalities connected with the
acquisition of land are completed before the appraisal of the project.

Economic Size

For each project, there exists a certain minimum economicsize below whichthe project will not be viable. It may
so happen that in the case of someacute scarcity products. a project even below the economic size may appearto be
Viable in the immediate future, but if a long-term view is taken, it may not be so. This size varies from industry to
industry, depending upon the nature of product to be manufactured, complexity of the manufacturing process, factors

of production, particularly capital and labour. This conceptis also linked with inflationary pressures on the unit cost of
investment and technology adopted.

Location of an Enterprise
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Processing Unit

In a continuous processing unit, the minimum size

planVequipmentavailable while ina jobbing unit, the

availability of skilled labour, cost of infrastructural inpuls ar logical efficiency cost of production
' 7. ~ eve

components. The scale of a project is, therefore, examined keeping in view techna’og :

size of the targeted market and capital cost. These factors may, however, be conflictingntP
an

on the scale of operation, certain compromises may have to be made. For instance, when ae amg aes :

product is not adequate to justify the size of the project, It would be necessary to compro fe seal efflele gica

efficiency criteria and choose a lowerscale of operationsacrificing thereby a part of technologies ies

of a plant is determined by technology a5 also the size ofthe

size of the plant will depend on the product mix, projectsite,

SIZ id quantum of bought-out finished and semi-finished

Project Phasing
Various alternatives are often evalua

integration, When eventually the market develops,

or forward integration. of the project are the cost structure and

Other factors which have an important bearing on the economic size macoeslaet erat

availability of infrastructurefacilities. With this, it might often be necessary to compromise with project smatier with

this shorter gestation period vis-a-vis large capacity plants involving huge investment and long gestation periods. Thus,

in each and everycase, its economic size is analysed carefully by the appraising financial institutionand it 18 €nsured

that neither the project is too small nor too ambitious. If a project is found to be of an uneconomic size, the borrower

is advisedat the initial stageitself so that it might be possible for him to modify his scheme and make itan economically

viable and acceptable proposition. It may be mentioned here that the institutions also ensurethat the licensed capacity

of a plantis expressed in termsof physical quantities and not in terms of monetary value as per the directionsofthe

Central Government.

ms ofeither the size of the plant or the extent of
ted for project phasing in ter

of the

ee n be increased appropriately by cither'backward

the project size ca

 
Fig. 45.2:

Site Perspectives
————

 

 

   
Sebection of Most Economic Site

According to Kimball and Kimball, the “most advantageouslocationis i
Se See that at which th rial

and fabricatingit plus the cost of distributing the finished productto the customerwill be Holoneal

can better be explained with the help of the following diagram: SSSR, SANE RS

Let A and B representthe two sources of supply of materials. Let C st
. ; : and for the ‘

site of the factory. If the site of the factory is located at the marketplace C, pamelaet
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 —Fig.45.3:
Economic Site

  

 

  
jals will have to be pai amaterials will h € paid. Instead, if the factory site is located either at A or B, then only the distribution cost of

Sinise_atememinmii:a site is located at an intermediate point D, then ony transportation cost on incoming
raw ma § Mnished goods will have to be incurred. In orderto arrive at the final decision for the most
economic site, a comparative statementoftotal cost is to be prepared for an alternative site. This is ilustrated below:

Selection of Uctual Site

Cost : :Items of Cost per unit at site

Site A Site B Site C

 

 

 

Fixed Capital
(1) Land acquisition cost

(2) Building construction cost

(3) Equipmentinstallation cost
 

Total of fixed cast
 

Cost of Production and Distribution

(1) Materials cost:

(a) Direct Materials

(b) Indirect Materials

(2) Labour cost:

(a) Direct labour cost

(b) Indirect labour cost

(3) Overheads:

(a) Factory insurance

(b) Factory taxes

(c) Factory depreciation
(d) Office salaries

(e) Selling overheads
(f) Distribution overheads

Total

 

 

Factors Influencing the Location of Projects
Broadly speaking, there are two types of measures that may be advocatedor adopted to influence thelocation of

projects. Th _ t a of measures may be called positive measures to encourage the growth of certain areas by

eet eee ome of which have been listed above. The technique of setting up
offerin jalists various inducements § ‘ .
iceuae ort processing zoneshas been widely used as a meansofsimulating growth in certain areas.
the ci, : <i to be adopted by the authorities includes negative measures to discourage the settingup of

eiseses ee The first set of measuresrefers to the various inducements extended to the industrialists to
ain
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set uptheir projects in certain specified areas, whereas the secondset of measures imposesrestrictions on the location
of projects in certain congested areas. In the actual operation of the policy. as experience suggests. both sets of
measures are necessary for the purpose of an effective location policy. During a given period, the total number of

Projects to be developed stood limited. In other words. the resources available for industrial projects, for instance,

werelimited. If more resourcesare investedin projects in one region,less resourceswill be available for investmentof
resources in projects in some regions of the country. Thus a combineduse of both positive and negative measuresjs
of importance.

If a policy of industrial location with a view to achieving decentralisation and dispersal is accepted on economic,
social, political and environmental grounds, then thereis a strong case for setting up a machineryfor the administration

of the policy. The machineryshould exist at the central, regional and locallevels to deal with the problems of regional
or local industrial development. Naturally, the central ministry of industry which has much to do with industrial
matters should be in charge of the overall administration of the policy. Various ministries and agencies are concerned

with the problemsofindustrial development. Co-ordination, therefore, becomes extremely important. The ministry of

industryin charge of administrationofthe policy will be in a better position to co-ordinate various aspectsof the policy
through an inter-ministerial or inter-departmental panel competent to take decisions on the project sites with efficiency
on sound economicandsocial grounds. There is the need for a similar organisation at the regional and locallevels to
deal with the problemsofindustrial developmentin a particular region andlocality. At the regionaland local levels also,

the responsibility for the administration of the policy should rest with the regional office of the departmentofindustry.
Here also a large number of departments and agencies will be concerned with industrial matters and the task of co-

ordination maybe achieved through inter-departmental regional panel which will promote dispersal of industries even

in hitherto backgroundareas.

 

Table 45.3 State Incentives

 

 

 

 

Incentives offered Small-scale industries Mediumand large-scale industries

(1) Feasibility study Subsidy to a ceiling of 75% of the cost of preparing Loan of 75% ofthe cost of preparing

subsidy the report upto a maximum ofRs. 5,000. feasibility report upto a maximum ofRs.

$0,000.

(2) Investment subsidy 10% of value offixed assets, subject to a ceiling of 10% of the value of fixed assets, subject to a
Rs. 5 lakhs. ceiling of

Rs. 10 lakhs

(3) Developmentloan Overall ceiling of 25% of the value of fixed assets. For Zone [I, 10% of the value of fixed assets.

to a maximum of Rs.50 lakhs and for Zones Il"

& [V, 15% of the value of fixed assets, subject

to a maximum ofRs. 50 lakhs.
 

(4) Working capital loan Interest-free loan offered, subject to a ceiling of Interest-free loan. subject to a maximum of Rs.

25% of the value of fixed assets or the development 50 lakhs.

loan taken whicheveris less.
 

(5) Procurementofknow- It shall be reimbursed in full, subject toa maximum 50% of fees paid by new units for procurement
how of Rs. 25.000, of know-how shall be subsidised upto a ceiling

of Rs. | lakh.
 

(6) Stamp duty exemption Exemption on a stamp duty for executing agreement Same as in the case of small-scale industries.

 

and reduction in with KSFC, Thereis also reduction fee of Re. | per

registration fee Rs. 100 for registering the agreement deeds.

(7) Subsidy on housing Subsidy at the rate of Rs. 1.500 per house of built- Sameasin the case of small-scale industries.
up area of not less than 300 sq, ft. shall be offered
for the new units. who have plans to build houses

for the employees.   
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Among the important factors relating to industrial location, state incentives also play a key role. Although central

incentives and subsidies assist the growth of enterprises in the country, it is the state incentives which attract

entrepreneurs to set Up their enterprises in particular States/Union Territories. The objectives ofstate incentivesis to

rovide assistance and facilities to allure and motivate techno-entrepreneurs, intraprencurs and first generation

entrepreneurs to locate their ventures in their region. State incentives must be so devised as to synchronise private
incentives with social returnsin an efficient, cost-effective manner that simultaneously promote moral imperatives. To
the extent state incentives area tool, no less than a programme, they make industrialisation and growth of entrepreneurship

g reality: The nature of assistance, however, varies from state to slate.

Pocation Palicy

Location Policy has also been significantly amended.In location otherthan cities of more than one million population,

there is no requirement of obtaining industrial approvals from the Central Governmentexcept for the industries under

compulsory licensing. In respect ofcities with population greater than one million, industries other than those of a

non-polluting nature such as electronics, computer software andprinting, may be located outside 25 Kms.of periphery

of urban areas, except if they are located in designated industrial area, prior to 25.7.1991. Zoning and Land Use

Regulations and Environmental Legislation continueto regulate industrial locations.

CONCLUSION

Amongotherthings, the entrepreneurhasto give special emphasis tothe locationofhis project, equipment

and layout to derive maximumbenefits. Selection of site and equipmentis governed by various variables.

Taking into consideration all these aspects, the entrepreneurhas to select the site and equipment for his

enterprise.

The selection of the most economicalsite is possible where an entrepreneur prepares a comparative cost

statement,taking into accountthedifferent sites available. Certain recenttrends in plant location are now

discernible. These are: (a) To locate plants away from cities; (2) The developmentof industrial estates; (3)

Competition amongstates to devlop industries; (4) Trend towards decentralisation; (5) Pollution control; (6)

Location of industries leading to balanced regional development; and (7) Growth of multinational firms,

thereby transcending the geographical area ofthe country.

Location of an industrial enterprise plays an importantrole in the developmentof the industry in terms of

cost-structure, growth potential and profitability of an enterprise. A location that is most beneficial to an

enterprise in all respects is knownas an optimum location. An optimum location is essentially an idealistic

concept. Sucha locationis difficult to obtain and still more difficult to retain. Taking into consideration the

groundrealities and the basic needs ofan enterprise, the entrepreneurhasto select the best among thelot

and then develop the area as he needsit to be.It is, therefore, very necessary to weigh the merits and

demerits of location factors before setting up of an industrial enterprise.In fact, location is a most important

factor, next only to the choiceofan industry/product,in laying a sound foundation for an industrial enterprise.

A critical evaluation ofthe industriallocation policies reveals that a thorough overhaulingis required in the

approach towardlocation ofindustries based on economiesof scale and marketing.

In the years ahead,industriallocation will be guided primarily by commercial considerationsand sustainability

rather than by regulatory or social demandsalone. An investment which does not maximise the generation of

surpluses cannot contributeto the country’s social goals. Thus, location in backward regions wherethereis

a great deal of willingness and native skill amongst the first generation workers provides very attractive

scenario to the decaying environment of cities where industry has beentraditionally located.

OOD
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ANNEXURE- I

Check List

Thelocation of an enterprise hasto be carefully selected. A wrong choice sometimes proves psaLomeauneue
a suitable locality depends on a numberoffactors. Further, each factor is influenced by a number o . The following checklist pre ahof the location to be selected is to be undertaken by the entreprencur before he sclects a nines e location factors: Pby the United States Department of Commercewill help the entrepreneur in the appraisal of the basic ‘

Check List for considering Basic Industrial Location Factor

1. Location of Production (Raw) Materials

A. What production materials exist in the area?

B. In what volumeare the production materials available?

C. Whatis the quality of each production material?

D. Howaccessible are the available material?

Does the nature of such production materials (quantity, butk, perishability etc.) or any unusual advantage attendantthereto
definitely favour plant location at or near site or source?

IL Labour

A. Whatis the labour force of the area?

B. Whatis the quality of the available labour force?

C. Whatis the characterof the labour force?

D. What quantity of labour is seasonably available?

1. Is a large supply necessary?

2. Are special skills required?

IIL.Sites

A. How muchlandis available for industrial expansion?

B. What are the soil and topographic features?

C. At what cost and termscan land be purchased or leased?

D, Whatfacilities are now or will be available?

E Whatindustrial floor spaceis or will be available in existing structures?

1. Isa large area needed?

2, Mustthe site have special features, such as topographicsoil conditions, transportation facilities, low costs, etc.?
IV. Industrial Fuel

A. Whatindustrial fuel is available for additional industry?
B. How dependableis the supply?

C. At what cost is the fuel available?

1. Is low cost heat a major factorin processing?

2. Isa particular fuel required?

V. Transportation Facilities

A. Whattransportation facilities are available?

B, Whatis the rate situation?

1. Do materials and/or product require prompt and/or low cost movement?
2. Does product or raw material require a special type of transportation?
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yI. Market

A. What is the trading area generally served bythis

B. Whatis the general quality of this market?

1, Are time and distance vital matters to reach the market?
2. Is price of quality a vital market factor?

location?

yi. Distribution Facilities

A. What agencies and services arc available?

]. Are there channels for i : ‘ . . i
s cranial Gactllides? marketing complex and do they require special financing, inspection, warehousing, storage oF

yIII. Power

A. What kind of industrial poweris available?

B. How dependable is the power supply?

Cc. At what cost is the power available?

1. Is power a significant factor?

2. Is sufficient surplus power available?

IX. Water

A. How much wateris available for additional industry?

B. What is the quality of the water supply?

1. Is significant quality of low-cost water required in processing?

2. Whether the required quantity is available?

X. Living Conditions

A. Are adequatefacilities available for education, recreation, shopping, religious and social life, health and professional services?

B. Is sufficient housing available?

1. Will the industry employ enough people to make housing and environment significant factors?

XI. Laws and Regulations

A. Whatlaws and regulationsexist of significance to prospective industries?

1. Is the industry subject to special local and/orstate regulation?

XII. Tax Structure

A. How favourableis the tax structure to industry?

1. Is the capital investment of such a size that the tax rate or assessment policy will be important?

XIII. Climate

A. What are the climate characteristics of the area?
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STEPS FOR STARTING

A SMALL ENTERPRISE
CHAPTER

 

“The success of a small-scale industry solely depends upon doing the right thing at the right time. dn other words, a
small-scale industrialist has to be conversant with the varied regulations governing the small-scale industry and the

procedures to be followed in order to acquire the necessary assistance and incentives offered by the Governmentfrom
time to time."

INTRODUCTION

The development of small-scale industries has been one of the most significant and characteristic features of
industrial developmentin India. Oneofthe distinctive characteristics of small-scale sector is that, the development of
these industries would create broader employment opportunities, assist in entrepreneurship and skills development,
and ensure a better use of scarce financial resources and appropriate technology. Furthermore, they can play a main
role in the achievement of national economic and socio-political objectives. The gestation period is very short and they
need smaller amountof capitalto start. It also helps in the dissemination of productive capacity unlike the large-scale
industries which tend to concentrate in a few hands. This part, establishmentof such industries in rural areas and small
towns helps to check the influx of population into bigger towns.

 

The procedural aspects of the small-scale industry are quite formidable. Each and every entrepreneur is often
overwhelmed by the multitude of procedures which help to face at every stage of the development of a small-scale
industry.It is therefore, necessary to emphasise here that the student should concentrate more on the purposeand the
principles underlying the various procedural formalities than on such routine formalities as filling in various forms,
applicationsetc.

Basic Objectives

The basic objectives underlying the development of small and medium scale industries are the increase in the
supply of manufactured goods, the promotion of capital formation, the developmentof indigenous entrepreneurial
talents andskills and the creation of broader employmentopportunities. In addition, they include socio-economic goals
such as the decentralisation and dispersal of manufacturing activities from the metropolitan to the non-metropolitan
and rural areas, the reduction of regional economic imbalances within a country and the diffusion of entrepreneurial
and managerial abilities and skills and technology throughout the country.

In the Indian Economy, cottage and small-scale industries have a significantrole to play.: De acgt ; With increasing pace of
industrialisation and sophistication of the large-scale industries, a new orientation is inevitable in the relationship of the
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of Ine queues ve prvuULUUll, ability t “rw vars Ur integration ofthe production methods, upgradation
dynamic and changing environment n

O meetstrinpent del; adat
at’oni =cries delivery schedules and very many other problemsthatarise in a

Yin the country but also in the internationalfield,
Steps 7 the Ladderthe Entrepreneur (Small) has to ClimbS a Continuous Process of Industrialisation

34, Ancillary Development
33, Grow Bigger

32. Compete wth Others
31. Modernisation

30. Diversification

29, Plough Back Profits
28. Keep up-to-date

27. Sell

26. Produce

25. Plan out Record-keeping

24. Organise Marketing
23. Decide on Pricing Policy
22. Trial Run

21. Recruit Personnel
20. Procure Materials

19. Instal Machinery

18. Plan Buying
17. Apply for Materials (If Imported or Controlled)

16. Place Order for Machinery (Preferably on Hire-purchase)
15. Plan Sources of Machinery

14. Plan Finance

13. Obtain Clearance from Central, State and Local Authorities and SSI regn, no.
12. Make sure what lawswill particularly affect you

Il. Arrange the worksheet with facilities (preferably on rent)
10. Decide on location and site

9. Obtain the project report from SISI or elsewhere or prepareit yourself

8. Decide whether to purchase a going concern orto start anew one

7. Decide on form of ownership [sole-proprietary/partnership/cooperative/company (private/public)]
6. Choose a Line

3. Date with Yourself for a Decision

4. Discuss with all around you and with SISI & D.1. office

3. Consult publications and agencies

2. Date with yourself for newer ideas
|. Analyse yourself and your objectives

Note: This is a bare outline. The next chapter contains some details and suggestions for step-by-step planning.

The success of a small-scale industry solely depends upon doingthe right thing at the right time. In other words,
; a : i i ing the small-scale industry and thea small-scale industrialist has to be conversant with the varied regulations governing

sushisie elewes in order to acquire the necessary assistance and incentives offered by the Government from

timeto time.
‘

The procedural aspects of the small-scale industry are quite formidable. Each and every entrepreneuris often
i f the developmentof a small-scaleof procedures which help to face at every stage o

industryiiorctea—0emphasise here that the student should concentrate more on the purposeand the
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_ ‘ae formalities as filling in various fo
principles underlying the various procedural formalities than on such routine rms,

applicationsetc.

Right Thing at the Right Time

In this chapter, the treatment of procedures — right from con
creditors and ploughing back of profits — is based on the persona
the latter part of the discussion, a reference has been madeto the varied re

to abide by. They are mentioned later.

Adiscussion of the relevant procedures to be foll
reference to various phasesof its development. These phases are:

(i) Selection of a small industry and preparation of feasibility and p

(ii) Accommodation, powerand other infrastructural facilities,

cciving a small-scale industry until the repayment of

| and practical experience of a small industrialist, 1,

gulations that a small-scale industrialist bas

owed whensetting up 4 small-scale industry has been dealt with

roject reports;

(it) Machinery;

(iv) Rawmaterials;

(v) Finance;

(vi) Marketing and

(vii) Securing various incentives offered for the development of the small-scale industry.

SELECTION OF A SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY
- =~ + 

The processofsetting up a small-scale industry has beenindicated in Fig. 46.1, which has been drawn onthebasis of
practical experience gained in its promotion.It indicatesall the important stagesin the setting up of a small-scale industry.

The objectives of the promotionalregulations are to provide an impetusto the growth ofa small-scale industry and

regulate the supply of machinery,electricity, water, premises, finance, raw materials and markets. The process of
production and marketing is governedby seriesofrules and regulations. In a way, these regulations are a boonto the
small entrepreneur.

A potential entrepreneur has to pass through various stages for setting up his small-scale unit and theseare:

(i) Decision to be self-employment

(ii) Identification of opportunities

(a) Idea generation

(b) Screening product/service idea

(c) Concept testing

(iii) Selection of the line of business

Business Analysis

Market Analysis

* Demand estimation, analysis, factors affecting demand

* Derived and autonomous demand

* Forecasting demand

® Marketing methods

® Marketingfeasibility

*® Market research
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Technical Analysis

Proper location of the unit

Proper size of the plant

Suitable process of manufacture

Factory layout

Organisationalset-up
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Financial Analysis

* Fixed assets of units

* Requirementof working capital
Manufacturing cost of the product

* Sources of finances

* Repayment schedule

* Profitability and production statements

* Cash flowstatements

* Break-even point

* ROlin each year

Economic Analysis

* Social cost benefit analysis

* Economic benefits and costs measured in termsofefficiency, impact of project on distribution of incomein
society, level of savings and investmentin society

e Contribution of project towards fulfilment of merit wants, e.g., employment, self-sufficiency, social orders

Market and Demand Analysis

(iv) Selection of product/products

Product Development

(v) Selection of site (location)

Purchase/lease of land/shed in industrial estate

Developmentofthe plot

(vi) Building the factory

(vii) Selection of ownership form

(viii) Preparation of the project report

A comprehensive appraisal of proposed project should cover the following:

(i) Technological Aspect

(ii) Financial Aspect

(ili) Economic Aspect

(iv) Managerial Aspect

(v) Market Aspect

(vi) Break-Even Analysis

(vii) Planning Commission's guidelines for feasibility Report

(viii) Project Life Cycle

(ix) Project Manager Role Responsibilities

(x) Network Analysis — PERT and CPM

(xi) Financial Appraisal methods

(xii) Registration in case of company or partnership type of organisation

(xiii) Agreement with collaborator, if any

(xiv) Obtaining letter of intent or provisional registration of SSI

(xv) Preparationofdetailed project feasibility report
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(xvi) Obtaining import licence, customs, clearance.etc.
|(xvii) Power connection/water connection etc.

(xviii) Completion of civil works

(xix) Delivery of imported and indigenous machinery
(xx) Erection of machinery and equipments

|(xxi) Obtaining clearance from pollution control board
(xxii) Obtaining industrial licence or permanent SSI registration

}

ii iri
I

(xxiii) Acquiring manufacturing know-how
i"

(xxiv) Selection of personnel — technical and administrative
i
a

(xxv) Procuring unskilled labour i

(xxvi) Training the labour
+

I
(xxvii) Designing financing schemes

(xxviii) Arranging finance by all means 1

(xxix) Arrangementof raw materials

(xxx) Apply for getting grants/subsidies from the government li

(xxxi) Trial run and commissioning of plant

(xxxii) Start of commercial production }

(xxxiii) Arrangementfor sale of products
1]

(xxxiv) Registration of designs and trade marks. !

A small entrepreneur can obtain the necessary information and guidance from the Government Departments.

Organisations and Agencies like Directorof Industries and Commerce, ManagerofDistrict Industries Centres, Kerala

State Industrial Development Corporation etc.

Starting a Small-Scake Industry
|

ef executive of his unit, its floor supervisor, accounts clerk. purchase manager. 1}
A small entrepreneur is the chi

salesman, legal and ecenomic adviser, planner and visionary — all rolled into one.

Every now and then, you will come across advertisements and announcements enticing you to set up small

industries under the aegis of the State Small Industries Corporations, which promisea fully developed industrial shed

with power and water, assistance in getting you raw materials, machinery on hire-purchase basis. common services

facilities, training facilities and facilities in the marketing of your product. Assurance of term loans on attractive terms

and working capitalin time and at concessionalrates. In backward areas. a numberofadditional subsidies are available.

An entrepreneur may be a qualified engineer. Even so, he should not dream of becoming a small entrepreneur

unless he is confident of meeting the following twelve essential requirements:

(i) The entrepreneur should be fully conversant with the productline.It is not enough that he knows the method

of manufacturing: he has to know how to operate the machines,etc.

(ii) He should have adequate shopfloor experience to guide the machine operatorsin fool-setting techniquesorthe

die-maker on the specific needs of his press tools.

(iii) He should be familiar with the raw materials he requires,

where to get them at reasonable prices.

(iv) He should know how to keep accounts,

(v) He should have knowledge of marketing channels,

and the economic of packaging.

 
a
S

n
s
E
a

their specifications, how to ensure their quality and

© maintain stores, how to prepare the balance sheet,etc.

distribution network, agency practices. transport intricacies,
how t

e
e
e
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Fig. 46.2; Bimewe Objectives

Project Objectives roducts, processesOF systems In am organisation
ieee

aaa

Project Selection Phaso] Useeceratied cost ratio is low and whereanalysis will lea

rpoee--4 to Increased benefits

x. se and analyse data

[Information Phaso a) To gather, organl

a To define functions

(c) To establish a functional monetary value

 
Creative Phaso To generate alternate methods for providing necessary functions

alternate methods generateg

 

(a) To develop, refine and evaluate

during the creative phase

(b) To determine the cost

(c) To select feasible met

[RecommendationPhase

|

Phase

|

To prepare and present a report containing recommendation along

with benefits.

| Implementation Phase] (a) To——aplan to action for implementation of the selected

metho

(b) To obtain approval

(c) To perform all other actions necessary to put the proposalinto

effect

Phase (a) Tofollow-up and audit actualresults . .
(b) To resolve problems,if any, during proposal implementation.

(vi) He should know howto ensurethe stipulated quality of his product.

(vii) He should be well-versed in taxation and other laws governing SSIs.

(ix) He should be willing to put up with bureaucratic regulations and insults, and be fractional under any

circumstances.

(x) He should know howto avail himself of the various benefits available to the SSIs.

(xi) He should possess expertise, shrewdness, resourcefulness and, most important, perseverance in his business

dealings. There is no substitute for hard work.

(xii) He should havethe guts to withstand the high pressure climate in which he has to build his unit.

Any entrepreneur desirousofstarting a small-scale industry should have a clear picture of the objectives of his

project.It is advisable to prepare a comprehensive checklist. Such a list, embracing all the important matters, has been

given below for the guidance of prospective entrepreneurs. Students will get an insight into the various processes ofa

small-scale industry.

Evaluation Phase

hod offering best value

  
  
 

 Fig. 46.3: : ;
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Chechiot

Does your industry have scope for development?
(Consult Director of Industries)

Js there enough demand for the item you propose to manufacture?

Do you have some experience of:

(a) Manufacturing?
(b) Marketing?

Have you studied the viability of your scheme?

(Consult the Small Industries Service Institute)

Is factory space available:

(a) In the Industrial Estate

(b) In an Industrial Area or

(c) In some other approved place?

Have you obtained the necessary licence from the Municipality

or the local body?

Are the necessary raw materials available:

(a) Indigenously

(b) Are they to be imported?

Are facilities available for:

(a) Tooling

(b) Quality Control?

Is necessary labour available:

(a) Of skilled workers

(b) Of semi-skilled workers?

Have you the necessary technical backgroundfor:

(a) The manufacture of various parts

(b) Operations?

Have you studied your productin resect of:

(a) The manufacture of the various parts

(b) Production Planning

(c) Inspection and Quality Control

(d) Assembly

(e) Packing

(f) Diversification?

Have you the necessary finance:

(a) Are you a client of any bank?

(b) Has any bank offered to lend you —

(i) Short-term loans?

(ii) Long-term loans?

(c) Have you any assets?

(d) Are your assets adequate for obtaining the necessary funds?

(e) Have you other sources/ways of raising money?

(f) Have you approached the Director of Industries/State

Financial Corporation for financial help?

(g) Do you propose to approach the NSIC/SSIC for

machinery on hire-purchase basis?

(h) Have you adequate cash/bank arrangement to furnish

the earnest moncy required by the NSIC?

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes/No
Yes/No

Yes/No

Yes/No
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What are your markets?
s/No(a) Local

vein(b) Country-wide

Yes/No(c) Export?

How would you market your products(s)? Through
Yes/No(a) Retailers

Yes/No(b) Wholesalers or
Yes/No(c) Agents?

Are necessarytransportationfacilities available by Yes/No(a) Road or(b) Rail?
Yes/No

Have you attended a course on
Yes/No(a) Production, Planning and Control
Yes/No(b) Purchasing and Marketing
Yes/No(c) Finance and Cost Control
e INo(d) Personne] Management
vehi(e) General Industrial Management?
ne

Have youentered into a foreign collaboration agreement for
(a) Technical know-how

XeuTyo(b) Royalty/Commission on sales?
Yes/No(c) Has your agreement been approved by the Government? Yes/No

Once the industry is identified, the SISI preparesa feasibility report and project report, giving one a comprehensiveidea of an industry's prospects and profitability.

1. Feasibility Report
Before starting a small-scale industry, one should consult the Director of Industries and the Small IndustriesService Institute (SISI) located in one’s State. The SISI guides entrepreneurs as to the type of industry to start, whereto start and how to start it. The SISI helps them to select the various items of manufacture which have scopefordevelopmentin different areas. It Suggests the lines on which a project report for the Proposed units should beprepared for the consideration of various financial institutions with a view to securing financial assistance. Similarly,technical help in theselection of proper raw materials and type of machineryis also provided. Apart from this, the SIS]gives valuable information ofthe various incentives available to the small-scale industries from various organisations,

2. Project Feasibility Analysis
A project feasibility analysis includes market analysis, technical a is,analysis. Althougheachfeasibility analysis is different andis tailoredand weaknesses ofthe project.

Thestarting point of a project analysis is the establishment ofpre-selection stage — the advisability of having an indepth study,
— market, technical and financial analysis. A market analysis is aof evaluating a project's feasibility in terms of the market. A mar

(i) A brief description of the market including the market
transportation. Channels of distribution and general trad

(ii) An analysis of past and present demands, including the d
and identification of the major consumers of the produ

the objectives to be attained. The next stage is the
The analysis stage consists mainly ofthree factorsmethod ofscreening project ideas as well as a meansket analysis should cover the following areas:

area, methodsof transportation and existing rates of
© practices ure also included.
termination of quantity and the value of consumptionct,
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(iii) An analysis of past ang Present
information which wil] aie Supply, broken down as

: In determini tO source (whether imported or domestic) as well asquality and marketing practice ming the competitive position of the product such as selling prices, iWS of the competitors, e product such gP
The technical analysis of g Project feasibili |and whetherit offers a basis for the Siirraent Study establishe7 S whetherthe projectis technically feasible or not,the effect of various technical alternatives Costs. Moreover, it provides an opportunity for a consideration of

or other industries, balance of payments owlthie ecology. infrastructure demands. capital services, support
or processes to be applied and should incorporate: ‘technical analysis should contain a review ofthe techniques

(i) A description ofthe Product, includin
as well as uses of the product,

(ii) A description ofthe selected manufactu
process which may have been conside

(iii) A determination of the plantsize
time period onthe basis of Start-u

& Specifications relatingto its physical, mechanical and chemical properties,

e
e
e
e
e
e

"ng process, showing detailed flow charts and presentingthe alternativered and the justification for the adoption of the selected process.
and production schedule, which includes t: he expected volume for a givenP and technical factors,

. delivery dates, ter
mance and spare parts availability,

(v) An identification of the plant's location and an assessmentmaterial sources and markets. For a new project, this
indicating the advantages and disadvantages ofeach.

(vi) A design ofthe plant lay-out and an estimate of the cost
improvements.

of cost, reliability, perfor

ofits desirability in termsof its distance from raw
part may include a comparative studyofdifferentsites,

of the erection of the proposed buildings and land

(vii) A study of the availability of raw materials and liabilities and utilities,
chemical properties, quantities needed, current and prospective costs,
of supply and continuity of supply.

(viii) An estimate of labour requirements, inciuding a detailed breakdownofdirect and indirect labour requirements,
and the supervision required for the manufacture of the product.

(ix) A determination of the type and quantity of waste to be disposed of together with a description of the waste
disposal method,its costs and the necessary clearance from proper authorities and

(x) An estimate of the production cost of the product.

includinga description of physical and
terms of payment, locations of sources

In the financial analysis of a project feasibility study, emphasisis on the preparationoffinancial statements,so that
the project may be evaluated in terms of the different measures of commercial profitability and the magnitude of
financing required may be determined. Thefinancial analysis requires the assembly of the market and technical costs
estimated into various proforma statements.If it is necessary to have more information on which to base an investment
decision, a sensitivity analysis or possibly, a risk analysis may be conducted. Thefinancial analysis should concentrate
on —

(i) Projects that involve new companies, statements of total project cost, initial capital requirements and cash

flows relative to the project time-table,

Forall projects, financial projections for future time periods including income statements, cash flows and
balance sheet are imperative.

i i jecti i tion made as to the collectioni jects, orting schedules for financial projection, stating the assump .

Y varios atales: avery levels, paymentperiod of purchases and expenses, and the element of production cost,

selling, administrative and financial expenses. |

(iii) For all projects, prepare a financial analysis showing returns on investments, returns on equity, break-even

volumeandprice analysis. _ -

(iv) Forall sels if necessary, a sensitivity analysis to identify items which have a substantial impacton profitability
ects, uy

or possibly a risk analysis.
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Forthe small entrepreneur, the studies conducted during the analysis stage of the project provide the material foran assessment.If positive results are obtained, the entrepreneur,in secking finance will want to prepare an investmentProposal. The planners or governmentofficials, however, having obtained positive conclusion from the economicfeasibility study, will wantto evaluate the element of social profitability.
The purposeofthe investment or loan application is to convince a lender(financial institution) that the project jg adesirable investment; that it not only possesses the potential for profit but that the proposed managementteam has theCapability to achieve the potential. The investment proposal normally contains:
(i) General information on the product, company history, the nature of the industry and the reputation angqualifications of the existing or proposed management.

(ii) A description ofthe period, which usually consists of extracts from economic feasibility studies and includesinformation on suchitems as market, production, selected manufacturing methods (with detailed indication of
the cost of equipment and operational expenses) and a financial statement and

(iii) Miscellaneous information, such as the steps taken for the implementation of the project and the qualificationsof the technical partners envisaged or selected.

3. Break-even Analysis
Let us first address 'why break-even analysis?’ While discussing preparation of a projectreport offeasibility

report, we stated that the level of estimated capacity utilisation, i.e., quantum of production in terms of goods or
Services as the case may be, needs to be spelled out in advance in the project report. Our business experiencetells ysthat whentheenterprise/businessis actually started, in other words, the project is actually implemented,the projected
or targeted level of capacity is not achieved due to various unforeseen reasons.

Sucha situation entails financial implications. Then, the entrepreneur needsto decide to what extentthe curtailment
in production can be afforded to meet allits liabilities. Steinhoff and Burgessput it as "How much mustI sell before ]start making profit." The answer to this question is called the ‘break-even analysis’ where-income exactly equalsexpenses. Let us now understand "Whatis break-even analysis? In simple words,it is an analysis of production pointat which profit starts. This point is where income and expenses are exactly equal and the pointis called ‘break-even’point. Thus, break-even analysis is used to find the break-even point.

Havingunderstood the conceptof break-even analysis, we now intend to expose you to the mechanicsinvolvedinfinding out break-even point. In carrying out any enterprise, profit comes from sale of goods orservices as the casemay be and expenses emergeoutfrom thecostinvolved, Expensesto be incurredreferto cost. Costis broadly dividedinto two types,viz.: (1) Fixed cost, and (2) Variable cost. What are these costs?
Fixed Cost: Fixed costs are defined as those that do not chan

whatthe productionis, the fixed cost remains the same. Examplesoffixed costs could be the monthly rent paid for thefactory, interest on long-term loans, administrative expenses,etc. Even if there is zero production, the fixed cost willremain unchanged. Say,if factory rent, i.e., Rs.10,000 per monthis the only cost, it will remain fixed at Rs.10,000 ifthere is a production of 500 units or 200 units or even no productionat all.
Variable Cost: In short, what is not fixed cost is variable co

with the volumeof production. It varies proportionately with
variable cost would be zero. Theabsolutetotal variable cost inc
production. But the variable cost per unit is constantat any lev

ge with increase or decrease in production. No matter

st. Variable cost is defined as expenses that change
changes in production. Thus, if production is zero,
teases or decreases along with increase or decreasein
el of production. The following exampleclears it.

There are some variable costs that do not vary proportionately with the change in production. In fact, these varyin varying degrees. As a result such costs are called semi-variable, The popular examples of such costs could betelephone,electricity and gas chargesif they are billed on a usage basis. In such cases that proportion of expenses
which continue even if production falls are considered as fixed and expenses which increase or decrease as production
increases or Cecreases are considered as variable cost.

After knowing sales and total cost in terms of fixed cost and variable cost, now the break-even point can be
calculated,
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According to the simplest method, Profit is th : i
ey ’ ¢ excess of sales ov ; = = Profit, The calculation

of break-even point involves four steps, These are: over cost, i.e., Sales

—

Cost

|, Segregation offixed and variable costs

2, Percentage of variable costs to sales

3, Calculate the contribution or margin, i.e., the difference between 100 and the percentage of variable cost to

sales as worked out above,

4. Divide the fixed cost by the percentage of contribution or margin as worked out above.

It will be better, at least forthose of you who are coming acrossto the concept of break-even pointfor thefirst
time, to calculate break-evenpoint with the help of an example.

4, Licences

An impression seemsto have gained ground among somepeoplethat there are some restrictions on the getting up

of small-scale industrial units and that licences from either the Central or State Governments have to be taken out

before an entrepreneurto set up an industrial unit in the small-scale sector; no formal permission from the State or

Central Governmentis necessary for this purpose. Also, industries employing less than 100 workers and having fixed

assets of less than Rs. 10 lakh need notobtain any licence underthe Industries (Development & Regulation) Act.

Small-scale units have, however, to conform to the rules and regulations prescribed by State or local authorities

under the Factories Act, Commercial Establishments Act, Town Planning Rules, and rules made for the issues of

quotas of raw materials, etc.

However, powerlooms do not come under the purview of the small-scale industries programme. For installing

powerlooms, the prior permissionof the Textile Commissioner, GovernmentofIndia, Mumbaiis required.

5. Registration of Small-scale Industries
In their own interest, all existing small-scale units or intending entrepreneurs employing more than 10 workers

should get themselvesregistered with the Directorof Industries in their State. A copy ofthis application for registration

should be sent to the Director of Small Industries Service Institute in the concernedState. Suchregistration with the

Director of Industries and the Small Industries Service Institute will be of considerable help to small-scale unit in

obtaining financial assistance from the government and for obtaining machinery on hire-purchase basis from the

National Small Industries Corporation. Assistance in the supply of controlled raw materials, specific certificate for

imported raw materials and components, and facilities for export promotion, would then be easily made available to

small-scale units registered with the State Director of Industries. Theregistration numberis now required to be quoted

while submitting import applications.

6. Infrastructure

The Director of Industries and/or the SISI in the State can be approached to provide you with built-up factory

space in an industrial estate, or develop the factory site, power, etc. After the initial clearance from the State Director

of Industries, the Municipality or the Panchayatissues a “No Objection Certificate.”

The mechanicsof putting up a new factory in Greater Mumbaiare:

(i) Apply to the Industries Commissioner, Industries and Labour Department, Government of Maharashtra, and

obtain a “No Objection Certificate.” (NOC)

(ii) With a copy of the above NOC, apply in Factory Form “A”, to the Word Engineer of B.M.C.

(iii) Clarifications and submission offurther details on the information suppHed in Form “A” mayfollow.

(iv) The sub-engineerwill inspect the premises and submit Form No. ‘2’ to his assistant engineer.
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‘
: ivi ms to the zon :

(v) The assistant engineer will scrutinise and confirm if the applicant's ettome there is any obenintimate to the applicantin Form No. ‘3 if there is no objection or in Form No. Jection,
(vi) Form “B* will be received by the applicant if Form No.‘3” is issued to him. This form should befilled jp andsubmitted.

(vii) Within 21 daysafter the submission of Forms ‘A’, ‘B' and the factory plansin triplicate, the assistant enginee;
will issue Form No. ‘3’ and ‘6" in which he will specify:
(a) Theelectric power sanctioned (thereafter, the BEST provides current),
(b) Adequate waterfacilities provided;
(¢) The various requirements,requisitions and conditionsfor operatingthe factory, includingthose requiredby the chief inspector of factories.

Lo, aseForm °C”will also be issued along with these forms. (Upon complying with the stipulations in Form “B’, the BMcshould be informedthereofin writing.)
Subsequently, permission to commenceproduction will be given.

  

re ART} Tha you defined the budget
arte, Piatt Pe bes PeeTT LEUEs

Would you prefer to
coordinate several:

contractors?

SCOR RNC)
se BlePats :

Sri : : ae “ofr.

a Have you ensured» Have you granted 4
reerae WUEETAt am TEEa |

: 4
A

  BUDCEClee to all project
approval? documents?

 

   
7. Machinery

The small entrepreneur needs the requisite type of machines for production. He canfrom the National Small Industries Corporation under a hire-purchase scheme,
The scheme for the supply of indigenous and imported machines on hire-purchase basis was launched in March1956 to enable small entrepreneurs without substantial means to avail themselvesofassistance. The schemaisdifferentfrom the credit operations scheme for entrepreneurs. The NSIC has acquired the necessary experience and expertisein the procurement of machines from the right sources.It also takes care of the problems up to the stage ofdeliveryof machineries to the entrepreneurs. Also, while financial institutions plan to look mainly to the creditworthiness ofentrepreneurs, the NSIC would look primarily to the motivation of the individual applicant, his capacity, his technicalcompetence and his managerialability to run the enterprise,
The small entrepreneur should enlist himself as a member with the

by the Registration Certificate and report of the Director of Indust
the hire-purchase schemeofthe NSICis quite comprehensive, The
with the relevant documents.

get the necessary machinery

NSIC. His application form should be accompaniedmes. The application for obtaining machines undersmall entrepreneur hasto provide full details along

The application form for hire-purchase of machinery calls for information regarding the organisational set-up ofthe unit, its programmeof production, and the marke tability and Profitability of the enterprise. It also calls for additional
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information regarding the cost of production,
of the entrepreneur, etc. The details in the ap

The raw materials required by SSIs may broadly be classified as under:
(i) Raw material components and spares, both indigenous and imported;
(ii) Non-ferrous materials — both indigenous and imported;
(iii) Iron and steel — both indigenous and imported; and
(iv) Chemicals — indigenous and imported.

the infrastructural facilities available for the unit, the technical capabilityplication are self-explanatory.

 

‘SELECTING THE TECHNOLOGY —
Worn NAL rat) a aU] by nits
erory technology “yeg)) technology paYES) technology
COT Cucha Harney. Pereita

   
ARTEL eeDe
MCei TETgs

erst Beata : srGse. perenne =

Meaes PAut EEa|
CE Bcc jo hegllale

STGhcea:

PYRahacleat Mindotecs ieldteg Saath hela  
 

Underthe liberalised scheme, the actual users are provided with adequate foreign exchange to meettheirjustifiable

requirements of imported itemsof industrial materials. The “priority” industries are assured of an adequate supply

based on requirements by way ofgrantof rotationallicences.

Small-scale units should apply directly to the Regional Licensing Authority, and not through the sponsoring authority,

for import licences for raw materials, components and sparesafter utilising the previous set of licences to the extent

of 90% by wayof openingtheir own credit or 60% by wayof actual import. covering six months’ requirements of the

unit, New units should submit their applications through their respective sponsoring authority.

The State Director of Industries allocates indigenous non-ferrous metals. Some of the non-ferrous items are

canalised through the State Trading Corporation of India (STC). The raw materials imported by the STC are given to

the SSI units in accordance with the recommendationsofthe Director of Industries concerned.

The same applies to iron and steel raw materials are canalised through the MMTC.

In times ofdifficulties, the decontrolled chemical raw materials are canalised through the DGTD in accordance

with the recommendation of the State Director of Industries. Indigenous controlled chemicals are allocated through

the State DIS/SICs, Imported raw materials are canalised through the STC.

In short, controlled and imported raw materials are to be obtained through the State DIS, SICs (SSI).

9. Finance

The financial function in a small-scale industry is similar to the financial function in any other organisation, but

With this essential difference — thatthere are a host of banking and insurance regulationsto be strictly adhered to and

quite a few precautions to be taken.
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  STRUCTURING THE FINANCING
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The areas where finance would be needed, after the small-scale industrialist fixes the land accommodation, are:(i) Purchase and installation of machinery;
(ii) Procurement of raw materials and components and the manufacture of products;
(iii) Working funds:

(iv) Availability of funds until the realisation of sales.
The State Director of Industries provides loans for block capital under the Industries Act. One shoulthrough the Sponsoring authority, State Financial Corporations provide long-term credit for the purchaseassets. The application should be submitted to the SFCs along with the following documents:
(i) Project Report;(ii) Copy of Registration; (iii) Cash-flow Statement; (iv) Stock Statement.
In somestates SFCs and the banks agreed to process the common applications for loans. Up to an amountof Rs,2 lakh, a commercial bank provides medium-term instalmentcredit. It also provides loans for meeting needs forworking capital for the purchase of raw materials as also for day-to-day requirements.
In order to get a loan from a commercial bank, th€ entrepreneur hasto fill in an application form as per thespecimen provided by the financial institutions including banks and submitit to the bank along with the followingdocuments:

d apply
of fixed

(i) Authentic copies of Balance Sheets and Profit and L
companyor an industrial co-operative society),

(ii) A statementoftotal assets and liabilities in the prescribed form in the case of partnership andproprietaryconcerns.

oss Accounts(if the industrial concern is a limited

(iii) Perform statements in all other cases.
(iv) Copies ofthe affidavit in regard to the size of the unit.
(v) Technical Feasibility Report from the Small Industries Service Institute, the Director of Industries, ifobtained, mayalso been closed,

Evensingle proprietary concerns cannotbe run with the sole owner doing all activities. In someenterprises,it isjust possible the owner and his family members may be abl: able to managetheaffairs. In these days of specialisation andcompetition, professionals and skilled workers would have to b ding on thesize and natureoftheindustry, skilled and unskilled workers would haveto be recruited to run small-scale enterprises. After makingrealisticassessmentof the actual manpower requirements ofan enterprise, sui
of personnel. It would always be advantageousto decide beforehand and asce
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a

or any shorter period. On the basis of the manpower requirements contemplated in the project report for the smooth

and effective functioning ofthe unit, decisionsto recruit the stipulated number of persons may be implemented.

The next step would be to resort to advertisementsor request the Employment Exchange to send suitable persons

with the requisite skills, training and experience.

If the prospective entrepreneur is merely a matriculate or a graduate and is keenly

manufacture of a chemical item, say, calcium carbide, it would always be advantageous to ap

well-versed in chemical engineering. Besides, the technical personnelin an industrial unit shou

skills such as —

(i) Technical knowledge relating to the job;

interested to take up the

point a works manager

Id possess certain basic

(ii) Experience relevant and adequate;

(iii) Academic knowledge;

(iv) Ability to express ideas.

The time of installation of machinery should always synchronise with the time Qf recruitment of personnel. If

ersonnel were recruited several weeks before the installation of machinery, most of the workers may idle away their

e and it would be a wasteful expenditure. On the other hand,if machinery is installed, and there are no workers to

tim quate

operate the machines, the unit would not be able to start production and the gestation period would prolong. Ade

planningis, therefore, essential to match the various stages of activities and start production at the earliest.

Training is one of the important industrial extension services rendered by the Small Industries Development

Organisation (SIDO) through various Small Industries Service Institutes, Branch SISIs, and Extension/Production

Centres. The training courses organised by SIDO are aimed at upgradingthe skills of workers as well as the managerial

capabilities of personnel.

Regular and adhoc training courses in various technical trades are conducted by the Small Industries Service

Institutes, Branch SISIs, Extension Centres and Production Centresforartisans, both skilled and semi-skilled, sponsored

by the small-scale industries. Broadly, the technical courses are divided into four categories:

(i) Shop practice courses, viz., tool room practices, foundry teckniques, blacksmithy and forging,electrical shop

practice, etc.

(ii) Trade-oriented courses which provide advanced know

filter, sheet metal, pattern making, carpentry, etc.

(ill) Process-oriented courses, viz., heat treatment, gas and electric we

anodising, leather tanning,etc.

(iv) Product-oriented courses, viz., lens grinding,

thermometer making, scientific glass blowing etc.

With a new thrust on the developmentof industries in the backward and rural areas, SIDO diversified its

Entrepreneurship Development of industries in the backward andrural areas, SIDO diversified its Entrepreneurship

Development Programmesin the year 1978-79 to serve new categories of entrepreneurs like Educated Unemployed,

Women, Rural Artisans, Weaker Sections, Handicapped, Defence Personnel and Students. The Entrepreneurial

Development Programmesare broadly classified into two categories, namely,(a) motivation campaign for identification

and selection of entrepreneurs and (b) Entrepre neurial Development'Training Programmes for the target groups. In the

year 1985-86, SIDO also introduced Entrepreneurial Development Programmes for the beneficiaries of the Self-

Employment Scheme.

11. Maxheting
; The rationale of the Government Purchase

is the largest single buyer, and by channelisin

boost to the marketing of their products.

-howin the trade of tool-making (press tools) machinist,

lding, food and vegetable preservation,

paints and varnishes, glass beads, footwear, sports goods,

Schemeofthe Corporationlies in the fact that the Governmentof India

g these purchases in favour of small-scale units, it gives a tremendous
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The salient features of the schemeare:

(a) The small-scale units, desiring to avail themselves of assistance, have to enlist themselves with the NSIC;
(6) Instead of purchasing tendersets from the DGS & D, the small units enlisted with the NSIC automatically ge!them from it andits branchesfree of cost:
(c) If their prices are acceptable to the DGS & D they

competency certificate by the NSIC;

(d) Price preference up to 15% overthe q
depending on the merits of each case:

(e) Wherever they feel that injustice has been doneto t
other Government Departments such as Defence,
for non-placementof contracts with the units,

are not required to pay a security deposit on the issue of2

uotations of large-scale units is considered by the Purchasing Agency

hem,the NSICtakesup their cases with the DGS & D an¢the Railways and the P & T in order to find out the reason!andtries to redress their grievances.
In the beginning, purchases in respect of only 16 itemsint were reserved exclusi & tor; thenumberof such items has steadily increased to 409 items in 1995-96, naively for the small-scale sec
Besides, in respect of 13 items, purchases upto 75 per cent and in respec ' rcenof the requirements are earmarked for the small-scale sector. pect of 28 items, purchases upto 50 pe
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fmarketing ° | Marketing of Products of Small-Scale Industries |
of SSIsproducts ' 1
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The Corporation also helps small-scale industries in securing contracts from other Government Departments such

as the Railways, Posts and Telegraphs,etc.

Hitherto, the purchase programmehas beenrestricted purely to Central purchase houses like DGS & D,the P&T

and the Railways.It is proposed to extend the base further to cover State Government Departments such as the State

Electricity Boards, PWDs, etc. and provideliaison offices at each of the principal centres ofthe State.

 

  

 

 
 

 

  
 

12. Innovation

“There are three types of innovation: continuous, dynamically continuous and discontinuous.

The former results in minor changes to society (a new shampoo),at the other extreme, you get

the “gem theory of disease”that radically changes society. There is a continuumofsuch innovations.”

Professor Phillip Parker, Eli Lilly Chaired Professor of Innovation

Business and Society, INSEAD, France.

In the last years, the infusion of new manufacturing technologies, adoption of quality

managementtechniques, and of Japanese managementapproaches suchas Kaizen and TPM have

seen Indian companies innovate in production processesas they seek to reach the global productivity

frontier. This was probably the easy part. The moredifficult challenge is to come up with proprietary approachesthat

enable companies to play a leadership role.

The next generation ofinnovation to be undertakenby Indian companieswill involve higherrisks and more complexity

inmanagement. This is evident from industries as diverse as pharmaceuticals (where the initial euphoria of the potential

of the global generics market that allows exploitation of Indianskills in process innovation is now wearing off).

Innovation in organisation (decentralisation), financial arrangements (risk-sharing), supply chain management and

marketing (including packaging innovations to reach out to currently underserved markets) will have to complement

technological and product innovation if Indian companiesare to succeed in meeting this challenge. In new technology

areas, particularly those that involve the creation of dominantdesignsor the evolution of standards,a lot of innovation

happens through networksandalliances,so the ability to manage such inter-organisational arrangements will be important.

More than anything else, family-managed businesseswill haveto either train themselves to understand technological

innovation better or innovate in their governancestructuresto give greater fréedom to professionals working for them.

At the policy level, while economic policy changes have succeeded in creating an environmentin which innovators

can hope to compete on the merit of their products, more can be done to support innovation. Prevention of fakes and

spurious imitations by vigorous implementation of the law would be a goodstarting point. More seed capital needs to

be available for technology-based entrepreneurs. The government's Technology Development Board, which provides

low-cost loans for indigenous technology development, needs to widen its ambit and scope of operations. Andlast, but

hot the least, as a society, we need to be more tolerant of experimentation and failure, because these are essential

tlements of the innovation process.

Though there are no set rules, Rosebeth Moss Kanter, a Professor at Harvard University has suggested six

Characteristics of innovation:
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* Uncertain

Knowledgeintensive

Controversial

Crosses boundaries

* Changes work relationships and hierarchical arrangements

Conditions for organisation and innovation are different from t hing out to other territories),” sh
Thus, “if innovation is uncertain, fragile, political and imPena Lick action andintensive care: oles

“then it is mostlikely to flourish where conditions allow flexibility, feedback, q on
seg vironment that surrounds th :

formation, and connectedness.” Here Kanter also hints at the organisational en © entire

process,

hose of adoption and diffusion.

Theinnovation process involves at least five generic stages:

* Idea generation and concept definition

* Model development

*  Limited/test production

* Full production and growth

* Diffusion and adoption

Innovation cannot be divorced from change. A technological innovation may bring a change in the materials,

manufacturing process, stop-floor management, product packing and marketing strategies ee change may be

opposed by the people affected by it and this could initiate a debate or opposition which is sel¢om objective. Often

restructuring in an organisation follows a major innovation or breakthrough.It is important to ensure that a minor

innovation that could possibly take place at such a time is not ignored. ‘
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Increased Innovation

Innovation will provide the basis for the sustainability of an organisation. Richard Foster in his book /nnavation

has sketched the curve of performance versus effort for technological progress. The result is an S-shaped curve that
movesfrom infancy to explosion and then a gradual maturation. Thekeyto sustainability is the ability to glide through
successive such S curves,in other words, the ability to continually innovate. 3M, on accountofits constant innovate?

(it has something like 60,000 products in its stable) has beenable to glide smoothly through many successive S-curves

and thus has built an incredible amountofstaying power in the market.

Implicit in continuous innovationis the importanceofcannibalisation.Intelis one of the few organisations that has

perfected the art of cannibalisation. As the market of a processor beginsto mature, Intel launches a superior processoh

and tries to make the market graduate to its new offering. This not only pre-empts imitators, but also keeps margins
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0 ntel. In fact, with its conti ‘ .

high for I cell nual innovation and cannibalisation, Intel has been able to create an artificial

monopoly for itself.

Fig. 46.6:

e Successive

§-Curve
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13. Incentives

For availing the various incentives,itis advisable to seek the help of the SISI and/or the Director of Industries.

le industries are the industrial units having an investmentin fixed assets in plant and machinery not
Small-sca

exceeding Rs. 10 lakhs. Theancillary units are those having an investment in fixed assets in plant and machinery not

exceeding Rs. 15 lakh and they are engagedin the manufacture of parts and components. .

Ministry of Industry, Nirman Bhavan, New Delhi, co-

vides a comprehensive range of extension services

nineteen BranchInstitutes and forty-five Extension

The Small Industries Development Organisation (SIDO),

ordinates policies and programmes at the national level and pro

throughits network of sixteen Small Industries Service Institutes,

Centres.

At the State level, organisation like State Directorate

and Finance Corporationscater to the needs of small industries,

materials, etc.

The National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC

on hire-purchase basis to entreprencurs, assists units

training and prototype development facilities.

Registration with NSIC entitles the units to obtain

s of Industries, Small Industries Development Corporations

these needs include land, sheds, credit, power, raw

), Okhla, New Delhi, has been providing machines and equipment

to participate in stores purchase programmes and provides

facilities from Central or State Government organisations. New

units have to apply to the respective State Directors of Industries for provisional registration, which is given within a

week.It enables the party to take the necessary steps to bring the unit into existence,i-e., apply for shedsin industrial

estates or on developedsites, for water and power connections, and for creditfacilities. After the party has takenall

the steps, it can apply for registration.
s, use of modern machines and equipment

SIDO provides technical consultancy on improved technical processe
ad

and technical assistance on all aspects of production. Each SISI has attached workshops for commonfacility services,

training of workers, demonstration of modern machines and processes, making of tools and dyes,etc.

The Central Institute of Tool Design (CITD), Hyderabad, has been specialising in the provision of technical

consultancy andtoolfacilities training in the design and manufactureoftools.

TheInstitute for the Design of Electrical Measuring Instruments (IDEMI), Mumbai, provides technical know-how

and testing, calibration, laboratory, workshop andtraining facilities to manufacturers ofelectrical measuring instruments.

The Prototype Development and Training Centres (PDTCs)at Okhla, Rajkot and Howrah develop prototypes of

Machine tools and other machinery provide assistance to units in the manufacture of prototype machines, technical

Consultancy and training.

__ The Product and Process Develo

Viable processes, new designs of pro

ss and ceramics, Ranchi has been developing new products,

pment Centre in gla
be

consultancy services and training.
duct and machines,
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i rovid_ Under the modernisation programmeforselected industries guidance and saaciceacullscaleUnits to adopt modern production and management techniques with a view to improving their p' ¥ OMPetitive
Strength,

: i . . iali institutiTechnical assistance guidance in a wide range ofindustries is provided by specialised institutions and experts.
Testingfacilities are available at the Regional Testing Centres in New Delhi, Kolkata, Mumbai, Chennaiandalso at SIS]
Workshops,

The Winning Edge

The opening up ofthe Indian small industry sector to competition as well as the increase in the need to caterto the
global market, demands fresh perceptions to respondto the radical changesin the 90s. Consequently, this sector must
changefirst to survive as well as restructure itself to meet the new challenges througha critical evaluation ofthe
forces of free global trade and increased competition. These events demand quantum strategic changes in terms of
industry culture, flattening of the organisation structure, employee empowermentas wellas team building. Onlythose
Organisations which can respondto these changes will be able to survive and retain a winning edge.

Some of the importantcharacteristics that differentiate the successful organisations from the unsuccessful ones
are:

(1) The most important aspect of successful business is leadership. It calls for clear vision, goals and objectives,
well defined mission, dash and employees’ participation.

(2) Adequate but well-orchestrated control. Constant feedback of results as well as setting and adherenceof high
Standards give an organisationa cutting edge overothers. Planning, foresight and analysis are other important qualities,

(3) To able to extract the best from its employees throughtotal involvement, the organisationsput a lot of emphasis
On properinternal communication and ontraining employees.

(4) The successful organisation is one which is very close to the market place. The process of systematic market
is used to develop products or process of systematic market research is used to develop products or process andto
provide value for moneyto the customers. This helps to gain the market share.

(5) The next most important characteristic of a winning business organisation is “Zero Basing” or sticking to the
last — knowing what business the companyis in swiftly recognising and preventing when it has diverted into an
unsuitable path and preventingrisks.

CONCLUSION

Starting a small-scale industry is not easy.It is ninety per cent perspiration and hardly ten per centprofit. It"
calls for vision, perseverance, co-operation and hardwork. The entrepreneurhas a uphill task in coordinating
multifarious activities and turn into a viable enterprise. It calls for a thorough business plan and prompt
implementation. The entrepreneur needs a numberofskills to set up a small industry, which will grow intoa
giant in coming years. Manyofthegiants of to-day,viz., Kirloskar, Honda, Escort, Camlin, Reliance were
started small. It calls for a missionary work with a purpose. Then the joys of fulfillment is like a beautiful
rainbow.

 

As the main thrust of the new economicpolicy is to encourage competitiveness, characteristic of market-
driven economy, small-scale units have to increasingly equip themselves to be on their own. Technology,
togetherwith quality promotion measures, holds the key to improved factor productivity and strengthening
of competitiveness. An enlightened entrepreneurialclass, fully conscious of the directions in which changes
are taking place, can look forward with confidence to improveits market share, both within andin a global
setting in recognition of the opportunities available for further growth.
But you may have to face some problemstoo. Raw materials m' ay be scarce. Finding a market for yourproducts may not always beeasy. Procuring or executing really large orders may be virtually possible.
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You would need assistance in such circumstances. And this can best come from organisations that ae
specially geared to assist small-scale units.

Primarily. it is necessary to decide on what to manufacture, where and how. Then follows the process of
establishing a small-scale industry. But,till the dream is realised, there are a number of hurdles, which could

be crossed over, if one takes care. Herein, one's perseverance is at least. Let us start the hurdle race. No,

before participation in this hurdle as well as marathonrace,let us prepare ourselvesorbe fit for the race.

If you are a novice in thefield, the first exercise you should concentrate on is what items you can market

either on your own orthrough a reliable selling agency. Once a product is decided, you can then take upfor
examination their manufacturing, marketing, viability and profitability in the small-scale sector. You are just

a pin, small pin in the huge machineofindustry. While exploring the market, please assess the element of

competition. Please do not overlook competition to your products as well as the capacity of the competitors

to outwit you by underselling. Bear always that the road is not smooth, Even the hurdles are of uneven

nature, competition is taken for granted. Even the special institution will suggest to you fo manufacture only

such items which you can successfully market.

OOD
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ANNEXURE1

Process of Setting up a Small-Scale Industry— Guidelines

Selection of Industry

Small Industries Service Institutes

Indian Investment Centre

ParliamentStreet, New

Delhi-1

Ministry of Industrial Development
and Company Affairs, New Delhi.

I, District Industries Centres

Il, Factory Accommodation

Directors of Industries

IV. Industrial Estates

Vo sRegistration

VI. Machinery
Small Industries Service Institutes

National Small Industries

Corporation, New Delhi
State Small Industries

Corporations
Chief Controller of Imports and
Exports, New Delhi
Consultants

VIL Raw Materials

Development Commissioner,
Small-Scale Industries, New Delhi

Directors of Industries

State Small Industries

Corporations

Chief Controller

Of Imports and Exports and

His Port Offices

Vill. Finance

Small Industries Development

Bankof India, Lucknow, 1989

They guide entrepreneurs in the selection of industries, arcas, suitable raw materials ang

machinery. ; ,iSe foreign capital participation and technical collaboration, Provides fuldance
cedures, available Incentives and

nt policies, proce ' fF
to cntrepreneurs regarding governme \ ‘eof

i magnitude of investinents req
facilities for investment, economic size of unit and the & julred,

demand forecast, availability of raw materials etc.

It approvesthe cases of forcign collaboration.

agency to deal with all requirements of small and

village industries, which would be called the Districts ensae Underthesingle

roof of the centre,all the services and support required bysmal a0 village entrepreneurg

would be provided. The Centre would have a separate wing for wr after the special

needs of cottage and household industries as distinct from the ~ | industry. The Rural

Industries Project and Rural Artisans Programme would be oe with the programme of

the District Industries Centre, Each DIC would havea General Managerand seven managers

of different disciplines for looking after planning and economic investigation, credit,

marketing etc.

In cach district, there would be onc

They provide built-up factory space in industrial estates or developed factorysites,

power, water etc. (The building designs have to be approved by Municipalities or

Corporations while power and water connections are sanctioned by State Governments/

Undertakings. -

There are more than 600 industrial estates in India which provide constructed

accommodation in developed areas. Main facilities include commonfacility services,

workshops, allotmentof sheds on hire-purchase, concessional charges on water and power,

exemption from octroi duty on building materialsetc.

Althoughit is not mandatory,itis certainly helpful to obtain the SSI Registration Number

from the Director of Industries.

They advise about the kind of machinery and equipment needed for the manufacture of

different products.

It supplies indigenous as well as imported machinery on hire-purchasebasis.

They provide indigenous machinery on deferred credit basis.

He issues importlicences for machinery of foreign origin on the recommendationofthe

Directors of Industries.

Install machinery as per the layout drawn by them.

He procures raw materials for the small industry and distributes them amongState

Governments, He also arranges imports ofraw materials through the Minerals and Metals
Trading Corporation and the State Trading Corporationof India.

They allot quotas of scarce raw materials,
They supply raw materials.

They issue licences for the import of raw materials.

Small Industries Development Bank of India
25 offices located in different states of the c
an Act of Parliamentas the principal financi
and developmentofindustry in the tiny and

(SIDBI)hasstarted operations throughits
ountry. The SIDBI has been set up under

alinstitution for promotion, financing
the small-scale sector, The SIDBI is 2/80
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IX.

XI.

State Financial Corporations
State Directors of Industries
State Bank of India andits

Subsidiaries

Commercial Banks

Small Industrial Service

Institutes

Technical know-how

Small Industries Service Institutes

National Small Industries

Corporation, New Delhi
Council of Scientific and

Industrial Research, New Delhi

Productivity Councils

Small Industry Extension

Training Institute, Hyderabad

Central Institute of Tools
Designs (CITD) Hyderabad

Institute for Design of

Electrical Measuring
Instruments (IDEMI) Mumbai

Standardisation

Small Industries Service Institutes

Indian Standards Institution

Directors of Industries
Quality Control

Marketing

Small Industries Service Institutes

National Small Industries

Corporation, New Delhi
State Small Industries

Corporations
XII. Export

Small Industries Service Institutes

Chief Controller of Imports
and Exports, New Delhi
Directorate of Export
Promotion, Udyog Bhavan, New Delhi
Export Promotion Councils

 

sPected to coordinate the functions of the institutions engagedin similar activities.
The SIDBI is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Industrial Development Bank of ladle(IDBI). It has taken over IDBI's financing activities relating to the small-scale sector.
They provide long-termercdit for the purchase of fixed assets.
hey provide loans under State Aid to Industries Act/Rules for block capital.
hey sanction medium-term and instalment credit loans for the purchase of machinery

and the construction of factory buildings, They also provide working capital for the
Purchase of raw materials and meeting other day-to-day requirements,
They sanction loans for working capital needs
They furnish technical reports to Institutes, the State
Bank of India on the applicant units,

They prepare improved designs and Institute's drawings for products.
Theyassist in making tools, dies, jigs and fixtures,
They help in the optimum utilisation of men, materials and machinery.
They prepare management control charts for the maximisation ofprofits.Theytrain managers and supervisors in industrial management.
Theytrain workers to upgrade their skill
They demonstrate modern technical processes,
They give advanced training in their prototype
Production-cum-Training Centresin the operation of modern machines.
It develops new technological processes and disseminates the sameto the industry.

Train factory-owners to increase productivity.
It gives full-time management training to managers/proprictors in the small industry sector.
Specialises in provision of technical consultancy and tool facilities, training in design and
manufactureoftools.

Provides technical know-how and testing, calibration
laboratory, workshop andtraining facilities to
electrical measuring instrument manufacturers,

They provide technical guidance in the production of goods according to prescribed
standards,
It prescribes specifications for the products and issues ISI certification.
They prescribe standards and give "Q’ Mark to the small industry’s products.
Thosein charge provide technical guidance in maintaining the quality of products.

They conduct distribution and surveys for the benefit of small industrialists. They
enlist the units for participation in the Central Government Stores/Purchase Programme.
Theyissue competencycertificatesto the units receiving government orders. They promote
ancillary relationships with large and medium-scale units in public and private sectors.

It secures contracts from the Director General of Supplies and Disposals, Railways, and

Defence Departments for supply of manufactured goods by small-scale units.

They secure orders from the State Government and other semi-governmentorganisations
for the supply of stores.

Theyenlist small units for participation under the Export Aid to Small Industry Scheme
of the State Trading CorporationofIndia. They render technical counselling services for a
satisfactory execution of export orders. They disseminate information about the items

having export markets.

They maintain a closeliaison with specialised agencies like the Export Promotion Councils
to have up-to-date knowledge about the products having export markets.

Heissues licences for the export of products to foreign countries.
It collects and supplies information on foreign markets.

It carries out market studies for particular products.
It publishes Trade Directories, Brochures and Bulletins.
They organise exhibitions and show-rooms.
They maintain a close liaison between Indian exporters and foreign buyers. Theysettle

commercialdisputes.

Steps for Starting A Small Enterprise
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State Trading Corporation ofIndia, New Delhi

Trade Fair Authority of
India, New Delhi

XIILInvention r
The Inventions Promotion
Board, 39 Ring Road, Lajpat
Nagar IV, New Delhi-l10 014
The Central Institute of Tools
Design, Hyderabad.

XIV, Training
Small-Scale Industries
Development Organisation
Small Industries Service Institutes
Extension Centres

Indian Investment Centre

Small Industry Extension
Training Institute (SIET)

National Institute for Entre-
Ereneurship and Small
Business Development (NIESBUD)

XV. Problems
The Federation of Associations of
Small Industries of India,
Rohtak Road, New Delhi.
Chambers of Commerceand Industry

XVI. Monitoring

The National Alliance of
Young Entrepreneurs (NAYE)

XVII Other Voluntary Organisations

Theyframe special export promotion schemes. Aid to Small Industry Scheme
It registers units for participation under Export ; les leaflets. price lists ete |lt helps the small-scale units in the preparation of sa 3 - It secures

export orders for small industries. . = —_

Oipialies National Small-Scale Industries Fairs. ——— publicity work. Project image
of the industry and assists in finding potential markets.

It promotes workable inventionsof practicalutility through financialassistance and othe,
incentives. 4 —"
It produces tools, jigs, fixtures, dies and m :
It trains practicing personnel in the design and manufacture oftools ete.

It trains practicing managers and technologists.

i erial personnel.They conduct management courses for senior manager .

They conduct regular and ad hoctraining courses in various technological trades for skilleg
and semi-skilled workers. . _
Conducts regular entrepreneurial development programme courses. Assistance iSZivento

the trainees in the identification of project reports. They are also helped in obtainingthe
necessary financial assistance from the financial institutions and guidance js also Provideg
upto the stage of trial production. . .

Offers training in industrial management and other aspects of small industries devel

undertakes feasibility and research studies and collects and disseminates technical
information through its Documentation Centre. oo. ;

Under assistance to Young Engineers program, trainingIs provided through specifieg
agencies and interest subsidy,i.e., difference between interest rate of 7% per annom and
the normalrate charged bythe financial institutions is provided subject to a maximumof
Rs. 20,000 per annum for a period of five years in backward areas and three years in other
areas. . . .

NIESBUDis an apex bodyestablished in 1983 for coordinating and overseeing the activities
ofvarious institutes/agencies engaged in entrepreneurship developmentin the small industry
and related business.

They represent the problems faced by the small industries to the Government.
They discuss the problems and represent them to the appropriate authorities.

It is a national level apex organisation of entrepreneures.It assists in promoting new
enterprises throughfirst-generation entrepreneures. It also monitors the programmes of
entrepreneurial developmentin India.

Association of Women Entrepreneurs of Karnataks (AWAKE)
Women Entrepreneurs Association of Maharashtra (WIMA)
Self-Employed Women’s Association (SEWA)
World Association of Small and Medium Enterprises (WASME)
NationalAlliance of Young Entrepreneurs (NAYE)
National Association of Software and Service Companies (NASSCO)
Consortium of Women Enterprises of India (CWE]I)etc.
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a Golden Rutes for a Good Leader]Entrepreneur

Motivate: Everyone hasaninvisible sign hanging fromtheir necks that reads "Make mefeel important”

Listen: You have to be a goodlistener

trust your team: If you don't believe in them,they are unlikely to give you 100%

say Thanks: Many managers don't seem to realise the power of those two words

pe Courteous: Again,this is so obvious that it should hardly need saying

Keep your earto the ground: This will help youto spot a loomingstaff crisis before it happens

Be Flexible: Recognise that even the most committed people do havea life outside of work

stay cool underpressure: If the boss looksasif he is losing his head in a crisis, how do you expect the rest

of the staff to respond?

Lead by Example: Be the FIRSTinto office and the LAST out. Especially whenthe timesare hard

Be an Expert: Makesure that your staff knows that you know whatyouare talking about

Stay Humble: Never get too big for your boots

Have a sense of humour: If you don't have one of these, then go home

Celebrate: Whenthe news is good, don't be afraid to bring out the champagne.

_

Recipefor Success for Startups
ey. That's the wrong way

Entrepreneurs need to havepassion.A lot of people turn entrepreneurs to make mon
to change the world and

as there are other ways of making money. Youstart something because you want

ave to have passion to do something that will make a difference to everyone.

und you because anything with a change-the-world kind of

And make sure the people around are smarter than you. Most

you h

You have to assemble a group of people aro

concept is not going to take place in isolation.

importantly, alwayslisten to them.

Try and choose a market whereif your niche idea doesn't w

other niches. Don't pick such a small market where if youri

something that gives you leeway.

Startups take different timeframes to succeed, The retur

journey. On our 10th anniversary, we got together and lo

when we started the company. We spent Rs. 1,25,000 in buy

working capital was Rs.50,000. Ten yearslater, the returns

Goin for the long haul!

At somepoint, disassociate yourself emotionally. It's difficult to do,

ork, the market is big enough for you to look at

dea doesn't work, youfall off the table. Choose

ns to the founders of HCL cameafter a 15-year

oked at what we had done. We had Rs.1,75,000

ing an office in Nariman Point. So all we had as

on Rs.1.25 lakh seem better than on Rs.50,000.

especially in India. But notall entrepreneurs

are good managersoflarge companies.
— Arjun Malhotra

Chairman and CEO,

Headstrong.

Steps for Starting A Small Enterprise
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4 / SELECTION OF TYPES OF

OWNERSHIP ORGANISATI
ON

CHAPTER

d authority relationships that control howpeople coordinate

The principal purpose of organisational structure is

¢ these yoals."— Gareth R. Jones
"Organisational structure is the formal system of task an

their actions and use resources to achieve organisation's goals,

one of control: to control the means used to motivate people to achiev

INTRODUCTION

The selection criteria of a proper formof organisationi

entrepreneur has to decide, at the outset, about the type of org

enterprise. It is an important entrepreneurial decision, This choice is

norms and then prevailing industrial environment,

The decision of an entrepreneur depends on a numberof variable factors. Among the many, the followingfactors

are given weightage in making a choice of a suitable formof organisation which is mostsuited to one's enterprise. The

deciding core factors are:

@ Type of business — service, trade, manufacturing.

Selection of industry and the area of operation.

Scope of operations, volumeof business and the size of the market, including its expected growth potential.

Amountofcapital funds required — initial capital, working capital.

Possibility of raising resources from the market — institutions, subsidies and otherincentives.

s crucial for the success of a business enterprise, Every

anisation which he plans to select for his private

by and large influenced by the socio-cultural

Costs and procedures andrelative freedom from Government regulation,

Comparative tax advantages, etc.

Size of the risk.

Continuity of the enterprise.

Degree ofdirect control and adaptability of administration.

By andlarge,the final organisational choice is a compromisethatis mostsuitable to the entrepreneur's needs. The

aboveten factors are the major factors that will influence the choice of a proper form of an organisation whichwill

withstand all the stresses and pressures andstrive for its smooth progress on an ongoing basis ’

The aim of entrepreneurial development programmes in India should noae : t be to treat the small entrepreneurs 4S
small, but to help the more promising and efficient ones amongst them to grow big. This will mobilise theproductive
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resources of the country, contain the mono

The objective is to accelerate the mosesohanes few large enterprises, and increase income, profits and employment.

organisauon also dependson the entrepreneurialie
,SateEESEee Herein, choice of

‘ sion.

Ownership Organisation

The first and foremost question i ses
question in organising a small-scale industry is that of ownership. represented by the right

of an individual or a groupof individuals to acqui ior 2 cquire le , |
operation and enjoying the gainsorprofits Sewine Fociahaniitles,—_

Small industrial units are.
she highest sewards forthelr ee large. started by persons who value independence and are desirous of obtaining

eaeexved thit “TRE oWiiat Of e, innovation, technical skills, business acumen and experience. As Nihal Singh

aptly © a small industry values his undertaking for the job it provides him as well asfor any

return it may make on his invested capital.” The chief forms of an ownership organisation are:

(i) Sole proprietorship:

(ii) Partnership:

(iii) Co-operative society: and

(iv) Joint-stock company.

Folicy Decision

Each entrepreneurhasto make policy de

business affairs on scientific lines. He has to make a decision either as a m

distributor of the products made by others. Whatever activity he chooses, he wi

ultimate success will depend uponhis entrepreneurial ability to solve these pro

decision about the size of organisation. Should hestart his enterprise as a sole propriet

other form of organisation suited to the needsofhis business? Should it be a small-scale industry or a Ja

industry? He shouldalso decide whetherto register the SSIs with the appropriate authorities or not.

Cunership Organisation Decision

The entrepreneur's choice of the type of organisation

capital requirements, ownership rights such as control and decision-making

impactofthese factors on his business and decide whether to operate his business as a one-man

should understand the 1

t

show or a joint venture company- In general, an entrepreneur wishing to start an industry on his ownwill prefer to

organise iton a small-scale unitif he has a limited capital andskill, and cater for the local market. If he is unable to do

so, he will call for responses from partners, join him in this business. In this way, new ability and more capital will be

brought into the businesses. Partnerships are common in commercial businesses. Partnership is not a legal entity; the

partners are personally responsible for all the activities performed
by them in the name ae firm.Oeassoci

with the unlimited liability can be avoided andlarge amountof capital can be brought by oaseaaEa

the capital requirements are not very large, 4 private limited company may be formed

capital to run a large business, 4 public company will have to be formed. scent’ vs orheait

ational structure of small business units. The sole-

A survey of SSIs in Greater Bombay showed the organisationa :
:

oropricieesti ;=
most popular form ofsmall business ownership. Accordingto the survey, 78.5% of the total units

were of re roprietorship type: joint family and partnership accounting together 20%. cooperative and private

limited oie scanntiieg together for about 1% of the total. Even in the case ofjoint family and partnership. many a

times a si eneur controls the enterprises.
.

ingle entrepr
tors such as the nature and type of industry,

* nei i its depend upon several fac

the ias ofSEeeta
thieTd 2 ffer livelihood to the participating factors. Sole

extent of capital, the nature ll required, and the capacity to ©

Proprietorship
is, however. the domi

cisions in all vital areas of business activities and organise and managehis

anufacturer of some product or as the

Il be confronted with problems and his

blems. He will have to make a policy

ary concem, partnership or any
rge-scale

will depend upon the nature of business,scale of operation,

opportunities and impactof taxation. He

nant form in these enterprises.
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State Poticy
It is the policy of the Government, both at the Centre and in the States, t© en oeiiptheo:ioivittelen

enterprises of all types. The Registrar of Cooperative Societies in each State 1s concerned ak eelgtandine fran?

supervision, coordination and development of cooperative societies, assisted by deputy bo r  vatives and : nats

and inspectors. The registrar offers assistance and guidance in the formation ofall types of coope foe ae a

vigilant eye on their stability, administration, working, financial accounting, etc. through instruc - ‘ oe

inspections, audit and other checks. Fig. 47.1 shows the forms of ownership organisation in 4. smai ei eee
 

  

 

 

       
   

    

 

 

 

 

        

 

   
    

Fig. 47.1:
Organisational Small-Scale Indust

Structure of Small-
l sei

Scale —8 in

|

Public (with State Participation)|

Individual Collective Ownership

J .

Sole Partnership Joint Stock
Proprietorship (One or More) Company

Limited Unlimited

Sale Proprietorship

“Sole proprietorship is a form of business organisation in which an individual invests his own capital, uses his

ownskill and intelligence in the managementofits affairs andis solely responsible for the results of its operation.”

The individual, with the assistance of other workers or by his own labour andcapital, may run the industry. This form

of organisationis also known as individual entrepreneurship — the oldest and the most sought after form of enterprise

in the field of small-scale industry, and the easiest and simplest form of entrepreneurship from the operational point of

view. The individual entrepreneur embarks upon some industrial activity with his own savings or with funds borrowed

from his friends or relatives. The industry maybestarted either in a portion of the entrepreneur’s own house or in

rented premises. There are no legal formalities to be gone through except those required for a particular type of

industry. For example. if the entrepreneur decides to start a small engraving industry, he has no legal formalities to

comply with. He and his family members may runthe industry in their own residence.In this form of ownership,the

liability is unlimited. The small industrialist and the industry are highly interrelated and integrated. If the industry

prospers, the entrepreneur is the sole beneficiary, and vice versa. Moreover,he enjoys full control over the affairs of

the industry and the sole authority to decide, plan and control the operationsof his business: In short, the entrepreneur

is his own master. The import features of a sole proprietorshipare:

(a) Sole ownership:

(b) One-mancontrol; '

(c) Unlimited risk:

(d) Undividedrisk;

(e) No Separate entity of the firm;

(f{) No Government regulations.

Mexito

The sole proprietorship form of organisation has the following advantages:

(i) Easy and simple formation: The greatest advantage of this form of organisation is that it can be very easily

established. Unlike other forms, no elaborate legal formalities are necessary for its formation. One can openit easily
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and in a simple mannerandatthe sam
legal formalities for expansion, CONTAC
enterprise.

tl .
aeA can close it down whenever he may choose to do so. There are no

r dissolution of the business. Thus,it is the most flexible type of business

(ii) Smooth management: A be¢ Another meri i mcarried on smoothly. There is no one crit of this form of organisationis that the management of the concern can

as © oppose and hencethere is no room for anyfriction.
(iii) Promptness in decision i-making: seine't i

to consult no oneforit. For this renaDn fly sole proprietor is free to conductthe affairs ofhis business and he has

promptnessin decision-makingis essenti e is able to make quick decisions without any delay and hesitation. Such
sential, in general, for the smooth conduct of business operations.

(iv)Direct motivation and in i Tcer rs

receive all the profits: therefore heee Mir pertha nceniectettivenceclathoral a sweet effiathae. pains to work hard as there is direct relationship between the efforts and the

(v) Personal touch with ;

customers. With this, he is seidtne i. asian i Siang enimaronaltouchadd totheSe OIE basins o the tastes and needs of the consumers. Such personal touch addsto the

vi) Secrecy: An indivi : eatte eer ae ‘ : on entrepreneuris able to maintain complete secrecy about important mattersrelating to his
ay be able to safeguard business secrets from his competitors.

Cescaler This refers to the provision of employment opportunities to many by ensuring diffusion

0 usl nership and thus concentration of wealth and powerin the hands of a few is avoided. Further,it helps

in the development of several essential qualities in entrepreneurs, such as the initiative, hard work, responsibilities, tact

and self-reliance etc. The single proprietorship offers the best promise of securing motivation and widespread ownership

and control of industry.

The sole proprietorship has several limitations which are as follows:

(i) Limitedfinancial resources: The greatest limitation in this case is that the capital available for the business

remains very limited. An individual cannot possess enormoussavings and he can borrow only limited funds from his

friends and relatives. He may not have enoughcredit to borrow huge sums from the banks or financial institutions.

This limits the size as well as financial profits of the business.

individual cannot be expected to possess knowledge of every branch of

management. Now, when the managementis highly specialised and business is becoming more and more complex,

nobody can claim to be an expert on all the subjects. An individual may have limited knowledge and ability to take

correct decisions. He may take a wrong decision which ultimately may prove to be drastic for the business. Few

persons are qualified by training or experience to handle alone the varied problems of purchasing, merchandising,

advertising, customer relations and financing.

(iii) Unlimited liability: Another great limitation is that the liability of the sole traderis unlimited, It implies that

there is alwaysa risk that he may lose the capital invested in his business as well as his personal property.In the event

of somedisaster, his creditors can satisfy their claims out of his personal property also. Thus,the entire risk has to be

borne by one person alone. But, in a way unlimited liability may be of help too. The sole tradermay get coreete

from the creditors, as the limit of credit may extendto the value of property owned by him,andit will not be limited

to the extent of capital invested by him in business only. ni citin anh Gail Th tity rate of such

; ‘nuity: There is always Jack of continuity or stability in such business. The morta ity rate o ‘ome

eethigh. If the ownerfalls ill or he is away, the business stops. In case of any mishap,the business

may disappear completely or may have to be rebullls isati inent place in the business
._ cations, this form of business organisation occupies a prominent place in

won secteseaand
in developing economieslike India, it ts playing an importantrole. This form is best

for small ventures and may be more isan ©
match for larger enterprises. It is more suitable for concerns where (i)

capital required is small,(i) risk involved is not heavy.

(ii) Limited managerial ability: An

(iii) goods of artistic nature are to be produced,(iv) personal
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i

touc ih with Customersjs necessary,Scale of (v) an individual is able to control the’affairs, (vi) prompt decisionis needed, (vit°F productionis relatively sma ll, and (viii) operation is simple in character not needing highly skilled management
agen 61% of the SSIs are proprietary concerns. The most important factor in the aoe of Proprieta

és keen. 'S NOn-interference from others, Further, an entrepreneur is not bound by law to ii IS hal accountso¢
P accounts exceptto the extent it may be necessary to do so for income-tax and other related purposes. He need= disclose Any confidential information, Besides. this form of organisation is simple, and no legal formalities arequired forits formation.

Partnership Oxganiosation
Partnership Organisation grew and gained importance as an individual is not competent enoughto possess enormousCapital and knowledge or competenceto manage everything. With the expansion of business and enlargementofthe

scale Of its operations it became necessary for a group of personsto join hands together and supply the necessary
Capital and skills. Often it is found that a person may be having a huge capital but may not possess the required ski].
Individually, none of them can run a businessenterprise single-handed but together they maybe highly successfulinits
Operations. Thus, partnership organisation has been adopted to arrange more capital, offer better skill, control and

management to take advantage of high degreeofspcialisation and division of labour, and to sharetherisks.
In India, such organisations are governed by the Indian Partnership Act, 1932. Section 4 of this Act defines a

partnership as “the relation betweenpersons who have agreed to share profits ofa business carried on byall or any of
them acting for all.” Persons whoenter into partnership are collectively known as “firm” but individually known as
“partners.” If we analysethis definition carefully, the following points emergeas the main elements of partnership:(i)
Partnership is the relation between persons, i.e., at least two persons must bethere to constitute a partnership.(ji)
There should be an agreement between them.This also meansthat persons should be legally competentto enterinto a
contract. (iii) They should carry on some business. It implies that an agreement to run a charitable institution will not
constitute a partnership. Business here necessarily implies a lawful business. (iv) The business must be carried on by
all or any of them actingfor all. Thus, one or some partners can represent the firm and bindit by his/their actions in
the course of business.

Basic Features

The partnership organisation has some basic or fundamental features which have been discussed below, with
special referenceto the position of partnership in India.

1. Numberofpersons: There should be at least two persons to form a partnership organisation.In India, there is no
upperlimit prescribed under the Partnership Act,but a limit has been put under the Companies Act indirectly. Under
this Act, a partnership consisting of more than 20 Act indirectly. Under this Act, a partnership consisting of more than
20 persons for a general business and 10 persons for a banking business has been made illegal. Thus, the upper limit
of the numberofpartners in a general businessis 20 and in the banking businessit is 10.

2. Contractual relationship: Partnership is the result of contractual relationship between two or more persons.
There must be an agreement between persons who wish to form partnership. It is a fundamental feature of the
partnership organisation. For example, a manager of a firm may get his remuneration which may be based on the
profits of the firm, but on that account he cannot be taken as a partner as the element of agreementis not there.
Similarly, two or more persons may be sharing the gains of a property jointly held and on that accountalone, there
cannotbe a partnership jointly held between them.Further,asit is the result of a contract, the law doesnotinterfere
with its formationor dissolution. On that very basis, no partners agree for the same. Similarly, if a partner dies the firm
gets dissolved as one of the contracting parties is dead. Thus, it has been rightly said that a partnership arises from @
contract and not from status.

3. No legal distinction between firmandits partners: It has been mentioned earlier th

partnership are individually known as ‘partners’ andcollectively as a ‘firm.’ Since a

of persons, no separate legal entity or fictitious partners are created, Thi

at persons entering into a

t partnership is merely an association
S implies that the law does not make any
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distinction between the firm and the part . sce ss
the firm. But, at the same time. naWho composeit. Any partner can bind the firm with his decisions on behalf

‘ eye is free to undert i into personal contra
4, Unlimited liability: Just like the so are ReneeDaeTE .

difference between the twois thatin the " Proprietorship,the liability of the owners ofthe firm is unlimited. But the
se of a partnership, this is borne ase of the former,all risk is to be shouldered by one person alone butin the

ms ital he has investedin the fj ¥ (Wo or morepersons. This meansthat a partneris not only liable to the extent
.A be, the creditors of iz ee but he maybe called upon to meetthe liability out of his personal property also.
I  aaiity, ihe partie lasek at itm can claim debt but out of the personal property of the partners. In such an
even y Ses the capital invested in the firm as well as his personal property.

(dvantages cf Partnership Oxganisation

A partnership organisation hascertain advanta : ‘ +s
is . ges as comparedto the sole proprietorship or joint-stock compan

organisation. We discuss belowthese advantages: P prop por) pany

(i) ocala A partnership can beeasily formedas no legal formalities are to be observed to establishit. At
the same time, unlike a Company, not much of expensesare incurred for its formation.

(ii) Flexibility: A partnership organisationis highly flexible as well as mobile. Changes can be introduced without
much difficulty. The necessary additional capital can be raised, new partners be introduced including changesin the

place and object of the firm. Business of the firm can also be expandedor contracted according to the needs.

(iii) Pooling of resources andskill: Unlike the sole proprietorship, under a partnership, several persons pooltheir

capital, resources, skill, expertise, experience and services etc. Two or more personsare alwaysbetter than one and in
that sense partners strive to work with zeal for the better. It enables combination of such individuals who may not be

in a position to do anything alone.

(iv) Division of risks: Under a partnership, the risks of business are divided among the partners and are not

shouldered by one person alone. Thus,it is more useful for business with large investments.

(v) Strong credit position: Unlimitedliability of the partners enhances the creditworthiness of the firm. The credit

can be extendedtoit to the limit of the value of property owned by the partners, and not confined to the extent of

capital contributed by the partners. Further, it restricts on the speculative and reckless activities of the partners with

which they always remain vigilant.

(vi) Less incidence of tax: As comparedto joint-stock company, the burden of taxes on a firm or its partners

individually is lower.

(vii) Encouragement ‘of mutualtrust, personal element in business: Partners act in co-operation and thus mutual

faith, trust and goodwill are maintained, They maintain personalrelations with each other and take personal care to

promote the business ofthe firm. This personal element in business, which is not found in a company,is highly useful.

The existence of partnerships rests on mutual faith and goodwill and that wayit encouragesthespirit of helpfulness

andinstills the qualities of honesty, sincerity, responsibility, initiative and self-reliance.

Disadvantages

While the partnership organisation has the above advantages,it has the following serious limitations which cannot

be ignored:

(i) Limited resources: In spite of poolingits of resources byin partners,it is not possible to raise huge amountof

capital and engage specialists required for modern business or industrial units. Partners may be rich but theircapacity

to contribute capital is limited as comparedto the needs of modern industrial complexes. Undoubtedly, a joint-stock

company may raise more capital as against a partnership firm.

(ii) Unlimited liability: One ofthe seriouslimitations ofa partnership organisationis that the liability of partners is not

limited, The partners like the sole trader unlike the shareholders of a company, may be personally held liable for the debts

incurred by the firm. Their private property also remains at stake. Moreover,liability is cumulative. Further, a partner may

also be called upon to compensate for the misdeeds and dishonesty ofhis fellow partners along with his ownacts.
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‘sation is more stable than the sole propr

(iii) Instability: ‘Theoretically, it may appeat thatthe Paw:aato an end on account ofpettyie—
but in practice it is not so. It is often found that a firm's busines: semihecome difficult for other partners to ae

the partners. If a partner is dishonest and short-tempered, ‘f rit It ig also unstable because death, retirem
business with him. Any misunderstanding may prove ruinous i indie that the partnership provides better
insolvency of a partner may dissolve the partnership. It is quite re precious.”

perpetuateitself “but existence of that ‘self’ at any given time 1s m
: tet ossible to maintain harmon :

(iv) Lack of harmonyof interest: Unlike a sole proprictorshiips am ow follow a conservative eins*
amongthe partners. There is always the possibility of friction. Une oe ee useful. If mutual co-operation i sp i

risk of their private property. Their combined judgement often may ne akae of business secrets and matt ackin ;

promptdecisions may also not be possible. There is the possibility © STS Which
may affect the business adversely.

About 35% of the SSls in India existed as partnership COnGEEA? of which.?sdexiting areoypattnerahips and

14% partnership concerns. Very often, small entrepreneurs withbusiness acy nership organisations a: Pped by lacy
of capital; or there maybe need of a wealthy man with managerial capacity. Fa 4 The Soutien and s Cw essen

outofthe failures and limitationsofthe sole proprietorship form Seemahi Act of 1932 Acco

partnership organisation is governed by the provisions of the eeeoe tsi business elie ie Te
“partnership is the relation between persons who have agreed 10 share tr e profi - seanitation Ts oa ry all or

any one of them acting for all." A partnership deed is essential for this Peo shied . artnership Act,

1932, outlines the rights and duties of a partner. The liability of a partnership 1s unlimited.

ent, ang
Means to

tially

The ownership pattern of small units is given in Table 47.1. As indicated in the table, a of the units are single

proprietary small-scale industrial units, fotlowed by family partnerships, i.e., businesses owne y two or more members

of the family. Only 14% of these units are non-family partnerships, where the ownership is held by a small group

which doesnot constitute a family. Among the small-scale industrialists, there is a strong tendency to keepthe business

within the family. As a general rule, a non-family partnership is restricted to craftsmen pooling their resources:

alternatively, it may be a venture of a group of merchants. An industry-wise analysis shows that in the printing presses,

general engineering and soap industries, 20% of the units fall in the category of non-family partnerships, In these

cases, a large amountofcapital investmentis necessary, and the family resources are generally too meagre for sucha

venture. The capital resources are increased by coverting the industrial unit into a non-family partnership.

 Fig. 47.2:
Functioning of OwnerIndustrialist |

 

   
 

one-man Small- Part-time clerk
Seale Entrepreneur — and accountant
doing all the Work:

(Phase 1)  
 
 foo eo oe

Skilled Workers   Unskilled Workers —————  
 

In hosiery, leather goods and wooden furniture industries — wherein capital investment is less and one can
develop thebusiness by productively utilising one’s skills with the co-operation of workers — a very large percentage
of these units come underthe category of individual proprietorship.

Fig. 47.3:
Functioning of a Owner Industrlalis

Single Small-Scale f
/ Entrepreneur with

the Assistance fo [eon] Sales & P'
Supporting Staff: Pesta Uren

(Phase 2) CI CI : | 3 3
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Table 47.1 Small Unit a i

ee S Classified According to the Type of Ownership

Industry :

ce Partnership Co-opera- Joint Total

torship Family Fasisths al rives Stock

|. Flour Mills aka a & Others

—

Family

9. Printing Presses 52.0 in = 14.5 _ — aid

3, Leather Footwear 62.0 20 - 20.0 - = ad

4. Light Engineering 48.0 — ; bs _ = ao

5. Electrical Goods 25.0 65.0 6 ie — = oy

6. Wooden Furniture
. : — —_ *

and Fixtures 60.0 30.0 on - i _ ame

oe ape a5.0 — 10 1.0 1.0 100.0

8. General Engineering 58.0 18.0 _ 20.0 £0 30 100.0

Soe 218 53.0 — 200 _ 3.0 100.0

10, Electroplating 40.0 39.0 8.0 13.0 = a 100.0

11. Foundries 43.0 43.0 a 14.0 _ an 100.0

12, Oil Mills 15.0 70.0 = 12.0 2.0 L. 100.0

13. Drugs 60.0 35.0 — 3.0 — — 100.0

14, Utensils 55.0 38.0 a 6.0 1.0 _ 100.0    
Joint-Stock Companies

The erowth of joint-stock companies constitute an important step in the historical evolution of forms of ownership

of business enterprises. With the enlargementofthe scale of business operations, it became difficult for a sole trader

or partnership firm to cope with the problemsoffinding more resources and arranging for more specialised management.

The developmentofthese companies has taken place almostin all the countries of the world but the nomenclature

differs. There may be technical points of difference but the basic characteristics are almost the same everywhere. We

call it joint-stock company in England and in India. In the U.S.A..,it is known as a “corporation.”

Definition: A companyis a voluntary association of persons who contributeto its capital buttheir liability remains

limited. It carries on business for profit as a legal entity. It can sue and be sued in its own name. Thus, a corporation

is an artificial being, invisible, intangible, and existing only in the contemplation of law. Being a morecreation of law,

it possesses only those properties which the charter ofits creation confers uponit, either expressly or as incidental to

its very existence.

Salient Features

A joint-stock company exists as a separate legal

organisation unlike a partnership. In other words, this companyis considered to be a “person

these company possesses the right to own and transfer any property.

In India, only 3% ofthe units exist as joint-stock companies.In a sense, itis an extension of the partnership form;

it is an association of a number of members which has a legal sanction behind it. Because of the complicated and

cumbersome legal procedures. heavy taxation and the possibility of unscrupulous promoters securing capital for an

undesirable concern, this system has not made any headwayin the small-scale industries sector.

One-Person Company for Lone Entreprenein
-person company into the legal system is a move that would encourage

urship. At present, an entrepreneur in India hasto find another person to

entity quite apart from that of the members comprising the

” in the eyesof law. Also

The proposed introduction of one

corporatisation of business and entreprene
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i. Singapore, Pakistan, etc., a sing]
implementhis skills throughincorporation of a company while in the UK, Australia, Singapore, =
person can form a company, f forming a private limited company whichIntl E a. Sineanore, Pe nis capable o :le UK, Australia, Singapore, Pakistan, a single perso ; to have only one director, who may also be
may be limited shares or guarantee, Such single-member companics need arate

the company secretary, In Singapore, the single person may be an individual or a corp . ope

In India, the JJ Irani Expert Committee recommended the formation ofaeeOsa 2 : Mas

suggested that such an entity may be provided with a simpler legal regime spine eee The ui ae
entrepreneur is not compelled to fritter away time, energy and resources On procedura . Mittee

proposedthe following:

* OPC mayberegistered as a private company with one member and may also haveat least onedirector.
© Adequate safeguards in case of death/disability of the sole person should be provides throughiils of

another individual as nominee director. On the demise of the original director, theag oe will

managethe affairs of the companytill the date of transmission of shares to legal heirs of the demised member.

* ‘OPC'to be suffixed with the name of one-person companiesto distinguish them from other companies.

OPCsare imperative because they wouldgive entrepreneurial capabilities of people an outlet for participation
in economicactivity and such economic activity may take place through the creation of an economicperson in
the form of a company, There has been criticism in certain quarters against the formation of such a company

as it may give roomfor evasion of public funds andtax liability by an individual.

The fears may be addressed through adequate precautions. The law pertaining to the formation of companies

should address somespecific issues such as:

Whetheronly an individual or even a legal person can form a one-person company.

Whethera single member can form a company without any limit on the paid-up capital or someceiling.

e If the turnover of the one-person company exceeds certain limits, whether it should to be converted into

private/public limited.

Jtlustrxation:

It’s all in the family
The Amalgamations group hasbeenthelargest privately held business houses in the country. The companyinthe

group which went public in 1978, Bimetal Bearings Limited, did so only because it had to bring downits foreign
shareholding. Although these shares have beenbriskly traded, the family held about 70% ofthe equity. Other publicly
held companieslisted were: T. Stanes of Coimbatore; the two plantation companies (Unitea and SAE), and Amalgamations
RepcoLtd,

The holding company, Amalgamationshad twodirectors, Sivasailam and
company were divided equally among Anantharamkrishnan’s four children
and Krishnamurthy, the two sons, were the chairman and vice-chairmanofthe group. Oneof Sivasailam’s sons-in-
law, K.S.Sundaram, Addisons Paints and the other son-in-law, N Venkatramani ia Pi: vite i, headed India Pistons. h compan
in the group has been managed byits own board, Generally, there are very few outsiders on thebends ~

Both the brothers looked after some of the group companiesdirectly. For ; Be ai :
and AmcoBatteries on day-to-day basis, while Krishnamu OWArthy has beeni in Si : '
Shardlow. Sivasailam had thegreatersay, , involved in Simpsons, Bimetal Bearnings and

Krishnamurthy. The sharesofthe holding
— two sons and two daughters. Sivasailam

Third generation: Thethird generation in the business consists of Sriniv : ‘ os
of the TVS group), and MBA from Wharton University USA, is asan, 30 (who is married to Venu Srinivasan

general manager i ination) i .The younger daughter, Jayshree Venkatraman, 17 (married to M.S. Vatikatieraapwee ane co-ordination) in mee

from the International ManagementInstitute, Delhi, has been inducted as an executive mi ustriés), who has an oe

of Amco. Krishnamurthy has no children. assistant to the chief executl
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Obviously, in a group like this, the c

government and makes all the initial pre

supportive one has been in charge of grou

hairman has always been the power centre. He deals with the banks, the

parations for collaborations. Krishnamurthy, who aa his roe as a

; «a ie : P industrial i isagreements, the decisions taken by
the chairman prevail. Sivasailam felt that the unique SenaeRaEGsaaenest for authority and the consequent

discipline that it brings. “/ see this as a value which should not be discounted. The group’s strength lies in its

togetherness under the umbrella of Amalgamations. We offer limitless opportunities to talented professionals. The
family should induct andretain them. But the directions should come from the family,” he said.

Simpoons, Umalgamations and coy

Nobody quite knew who he was. But Simpson, whohailed from Scotland, chose to set up 2 Companyin Madras

in 1840 to build horsedrawn coaches andcarriages for the affluent. The star achievement of the companyin the 19th
century wasto build a carriagefor the use of the Prince of Wales during his visit to India in 1876. In the early 1900s,

Simpsons actually built a motor car and ran it on Mount Road. The company, however. confined itself to the car trade

and opened many workshops and branches. It was only during the fifties, under the Indian management, that the

company began to manufacturediesel engines.

In 1930, a 25-year-old unassuming accountantjoined Simpsons. S. Anatharamakrishnan was knownto his English

colleagues as simply J. The nickname stuck and no one knows why. By 1938, J was ready to start a business of his

own. He formed Amalgamations Pvt. Ltd. that year. Why he chosethat particular name is again not known.He then

established Sri Rama Vilas Service (SRVS) which wenton to run

a

large bus fleet and a cargo service. The same year

an agency, Speed-A-Way, wasestablished to distribute automobile spare parts.

 

 

i
Stanes Estates Unitea 5

The 77 :

Amalgamations
Simson & Co.

T Stanes

Addison & Co (55)

Addison Paints (26)

India Pistons (58)
Bimetal Bearings (28)
Amal Repco (12)

India Pistons Repco (3)
Shadlow India (15)
Amco Batteries (60)
Diamond Tools
Speed-A-Way
George Oaks
Madras Advtg.
General Finance

Stanes Tyre and Rubber
Associated Printers

Associated Publishers

Sri Rama Vilas Service
Higginbothams
Wallace Cartwright
Wheel and Rim Co.

Stanes Tea and Coffee
Indian Cashewnuts

Stanes Motors

Group at a Glance
————

    
i i historical move, J acquired Simpsonsin 1941. And

istori : eferred to in modern parlance as a
4

i pliseleat move: : ‘oat the company, voluntarily opted to serve under J Simpsons became a subsidiary of

in : ee “=net 25 years, both Amalgamations and Simpsons beganto acquire and promote companiesat

algamations. In ‘

a blistering pace.
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“=

J was a true Visi
He established units
house Which aw

WhenJ Passed awayin 1964, he left a highly diversified business house which featured amongthe top twenty inthe country, .

The Co-aperatines
A co-operative societyis estentlally an BxseointioN OF petscns Who: joMm togstiet OA yoluntery: DashiTor tip

furtherance of the ir common economic interests. The International Labour Organisation (ILO) defines a cooperativeas “an association of persons, usually of limited means, who voluntarily join together to achievea common ecanomic
end through the formation of a democratically controlled business organisation, making an equitable contribution tathe capital required and accepting a fair share of the risks and benefits of the undertaking.”” This type of organisationhas not made any appreciable impact on the small-scale industrial sector. Of the total small-scale units, only 0.7% are
Organised as Cooperative societies. These are mainly in such industries as wooden furniture and fixtures, utensils,agricultural hand tools and implements. printing, and washing soaps.

Onary whorealised that after independence, it would be necessaryte800ds,
to manufacture paints, pistons, batteries and tractors, among nees He boughta publishing

ned a newspaper (The Mail). In 1961, he acquired interests in several plantations,

In the Indian context, a study of 100 most outstanding enterprises indicates that family-run firms continueto
dominate the Corporate scene — an indication that professional management has yet to gain the respectability and
confidencethat it commands abroad. This is no doubt changing. The Government could hold the process by reducingthe burden of wealth tax which prevents individuals from accumulating investible wealth.

The choice ofan organisationis to attain higher levels of performance throughefficiency and innovation.It keeps
on changing with the needsof the hour and changes in the environment.

Udvantages and Disadvantages
Each form of organisation orunit has its own relative merits and demerits. Which type of an organisation would be

suitable in a particular case or whetherthere is really a need for switching over from one form to another form ofthe
organisation should be decided after taking into considerationall the factors stated above, Whatis, however, important
is the organisational or administrative set-up within the unit. As yourenterprise grows,it cannot apparently remain as
a ‘one-man show.” It is essential that suitable persons are appointed for the various key functions in the enterprise.

AN entrepreneur will have to make a choice of an organisation only after scrutinising their merits and demeritswhile keeping in mind his goals and objectives. The choice of an organisation should always foster growth anddevelopment.It should beefficient, flexible and growth-oriented,

Founs of Oxganisation

Theselection of the form of organisation depends
undertaken,the scale of operations in terms of the volu
to be covered, the sharing ofrisks and tax advantages.

Three salient features of all forms of organisation are:
(i) Relationship — Line, Functional, Staff.

(ii) Authority — Direct, Indirect, Representative.

(iit) Responsibility — General, Specialised, Advisory.

In other words, the organisational structure is based on:

(i) Division of labour:

basically on the nature of industrial activity proposed to be
meofbusiness proposed to be handled, the scope of the market

(if) Co-ordination;
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Comparative Evaluation 0
ee

Basis of

Comparison

(1)

_

|, Formation

2. Registration

3. Membership

4. Legal status

§. Liability of

Members
6. Financial capacity
& suitability

7, Sharing of profits

§. Management and

control

9, Business Secrecy

10.State regulation
and flexibility

W.Transferability of
interest

12.Tax Burden

13.Stability or
continuity

14.Winding up

13.Governing Act

Sole
Proprictorsh ip

(2)[eee

Easiest, no legal
formalities
Not necessary

One man show Single
membership

No separate legal
existence

Unlimited. full risk

Limited capital suitable
for small business

All to the owner
Quick decision. no
specialisation,
management &

ownership lic in the
same hands.
Perfect secrecy

No audit or reports

Practically none, full

flexibility of operations

At will

Low al small level of
income, progressive rate

Unstable, life fully
dependent on the owner

At will
General law  

 

f Different Forms of Business Ownership
 

Partnership

(3)
en

Private

Company

(4)

Public limited
Company

tS)
 
 

Easy, only an agreement
required
Optional

Minimum: 3
Maximum: 10
'n banking and 20 in
others
No separate legal
existenee
Unlimited. joint and
several, risk shared
Pooling of capital,
suitable for medium size

AS per agreement
Unanimous decision,
limited specialisation,
Management lies where
ownership ts,

Secrets limited to
Partners, no audit or

reports compulsory

Very little. sufficient
flexibility

With mutual consent

Low at small level of
income, progressive rate

Less stable, may be

disolved by death,

insolvency, etc. of o

partner
At will

The Partnership Act,

1932  

Difficult, some

legal formalities
Compulsory
Minimum: 2

Maximum: 40

Separate legal entity

Limited

Large capital, suitable for
medium scale business

On the basis of shares held
Board decisions, greater
specialisation, ownership
and control go together

Secrets shared by members.
audit and reports

compulsory
Considerably, limited

Nexibility, privileges, &
exemptions
Restricted as Articles of

Association

Low at medium level of
income, fat rate, double

taxation |
Perpetual existence

Under the Act

The Companies Act, 1956  

Very difficult, several legal
formalities

Compulsory

Minimum: 7

Maximum:

No limit

Separate legal entity

Limited

Very large capital suitable for

large scale operations

On the basts of shares held

Board decision,

specialisation, divorce
hetween ownership and
management

Seerets shared with public,
audit und reports compulsory

Excessive, no flexibility

Freely transferable

Low at high level of income,
flat rate, double taxation

Perpetual existence

*

Under the Act
The Companies Act, 1956

 

(iii) Accomplishment ofgoals and objectives; and

(iv) Authority — responsibility.

The process of organisation consists in making a rational division of work into groups ofactivities for the

accomplishment of a task. The various stages of this process are:

(a) Determination of objectives:

(6) Enumerationofactivities:

(c) Classificati

(d) Fitting individuals (workers) into functionalactivities: and

on,

(e) Assignment of authority for action.

Line Oxganisation

A line organisation is the basic framework of
Mr. Lundy has observedthat “line organisation is

an organisation.It is the backboneof the organisational hierarchy.
characterised by direct lines ofauthorityflowingfromthe top to the
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bottom ofthe organisational hierarchy and lines of responsibility flowing in an opposite but equally direct manner.”
Underthis type, various activities are organised in groups and controlled by a manager, whois responsible to the to
man. In this type of organisation, authority flows from the top to the bottom while responsibility flows from the
bottom to the top.

Advantages

(i) It is simple to form and easy to operate.

   
(ii) In it, line executives enjoy decision-making powers.

(iii) It has a systematic organisational structure.

(iv) It maintains a balance between authority, responsibility and accountability.

(v) Discipline can be maintained easily.

(vi) Communication is easy and quick.

Disadvantages

(i) It becomesautocratic or dictatorial.

(ii) It suffers from lack of specialisation.

(iii) There is an overload of responsibility.

(iv) It hampersinitiative.

(v) There is absence of co-ordination amongthe different departments.

(vi) It is unstable.

Functional Organisation

The simplest type of departmentationis the functional type of structure which consists of grouping ofall similar

activities into major departments. It was organised by F.W. Taylor with a view to bringing aboutthe specialisation of

managementactivities. Under functional foremanship, office work is separated from shop or plant work. Fig. 47.6

depicts a functional structure in operation.
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Fig. 47.6:
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SALESMANAGER MANAGER PROMOTION
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Note:   In a pure functional Organisation,
for functionalisation,it is probabl
is reflected in the line-and-staff

we have multiple and divided responsibility. Although there is a need
Y heverusedin its pure form. A practical approach to functionalisation
organisation, which is necessary for a large enterprise.

Advantages
(i) It promotes a better division of labour.
(ii) It ensures proper communication.

(iii) It offers a good scope for specialisation,
(iv) It promotes co-ordinated work.
(v) It ensures systematic organisation.

(i) The unity of commandis absent.

(ii) There is a tendency towards over-specialisation. —

(iii) In this type of erganisation,it is difficult to pinpoint responsibility.

(iv) It is costly.

(v) There is no continuity of authority. re

(vi) Lower potency for developing managers for promotion.

Selecting a Viable Stuscture
!

tant, sales: i i are entrusted to the secretary, accountant,ivi iversified in which routine functions ices of a legalaeASutename branch for export _ import and has also soughtthe serv gi : industrialist has I ion

of

his industry. _actinat legal matters connected with the Fae ns organised on the basis of their functional oehang aeioni mall-scale industry is ofgalist Il control remainsin his hands.InApparently, the functioning on necessary leadership and initiative. The_accountant, are held by his closeOwner-industrialist still provides t ar the works manager,thesales director aneeees wee KineTheMany cases, key positionslike seeiuer routine matters are looked after by siepl? problemsof his industry. To
Tslibives (beothen:or soar; While i ts young and well-qualified toaa seston to the principles of delegation,Seeesll r effective, he should not only pay f; thority. He should create an atmosphere
make the delegation of authority rea -din the way ofa true delegation o!sali enthusiastically. This is the beginningbutalso recognise the obstacles an ‘sive and acceptauthority and responsibility. toin which the line staff are prepare
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of delegation and an appreciation of modern management methods with a view to maximisingprofits.

Be he has to select a viable structure most suited to achieve his objective or goals. In the words
O ots Organisation is not an endin itself, but a means to an end of business performance and busines
F8antsation structure is an indispensable means; and the wrong structure will seriously impair business pe

and net even destroyit... Organisation structure must be designed so as to make possible the attainmen; of th

objectives of the business forfive, ten, fifteen years hence.” This may be achieved by analysis ofactivities, decis; :
analysis and relations analysis — all on a continuingbasis. All in all, the organisation structure mustcontain¢ :
Possible number of managementlevels, and forge the shortest possible chain of command.It must also make
= taining and testing of tomorrow's top entreprencurs.

Of Pete,
s results

"formance

he least

Possible

Deciding Factors on Oxganisation while Starting a Business

It is Worthwhile for the entrepreneur of a new or proposed business to be familiar with the followingfactors in
making a choice for a suitable form of ownership:

(1) Type of business — service, trade, manufacturing.
(2) Scope of operations — volumeof business and the size of the market area served.

(3) Degree of direct control and managementdesired by the owners.

(4) Amountofcapital funds required.
(5) Size of therisk.

(6) Continuity of the concern.

(7) Costs and procedures and relative freedom from governmentregulation.

(S$) Adaptability of administration.

(9) comparative tax advantage,etc.

Anentrepreneurhas to weigh these major factors, as well as others in deciding the form of organisation while

starting a business. Manya time, an enterprise, like a river, may be started as a proprietary concern, converted into a

partnership when like minded people cometogether, promotedinto a joint-stock company whenit growssubstantially
big. This organisational evolution is an ongoing process throughinteraction with the social, political and economic
environment.

The best andthe brightest always stand out as the most outstanding. The best invariably prosper. Prosperity leads

to growth. And growth ultimately shows up in increased size. So in a free market economy,the size of the business

(enterprise) is a fair indicator of excellence. Managinga larger enterprise is without doubt moredifficult than running

a small one. Andsoit is likely that many smallenterprises are more profitable thantheir larger counterparts. Butthis in

no waydetracts from the achievements ofthe latter. Big is always better, by wayofits inherent strength, the capacity
to bear opted shocks andstresses, and simply by the fact that it has grown so big in a world where roughly everyone
has had the same opportunities.

CONCLUSION

An organisationis the planned coordinationofthe activities for the achievementof some common, explicit

purpose or goal, through division of labour and function, and through a hierarchy of authority and
responsibility.

 

© Organisation refers to the planned coordination ofthe activities of a numberofpeople to achieve shared
goals.

Organisations perform several functions such as allocating resources; instructing employees, exert

powerand control, and thelike.

Organisation designs and structures are the backbonesfor organisations.

e Several key factors determine organisation designs.
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Functional design, place design and product design are important organisation designs.
© Managers need to makeseveral decisi© Organisation Structures will] impact e

Organisation do chart out the

onsrelating to organisatian designs.

mployce behaviour considerably.
growth ofthe enterprise. 2 :Accordingto the Third Census of SSIs in November,2002, 95.8 per cent of the units wereproprietary unitsand about 1.13 per cent of the units were partnership units. In the event of globalisation, the eeenvironment has become Competitive, In order to strive ahead, the SSIs need to change and deve op aprofessional managementculture, Which involves continuous effort at improving strategies onan haibasis. There is a need of organisation change. To be professional means broad basing of ownership an! a

he
changesin organisation. There is also anced for professional ownership for the sustained growth oftheenterprises in the coming years.
The small and medium enterprises (SMEs) have become a key focus area for manufacturing & ranesectors In the currentscenario, for an SMEto sustain in the market and remain_it has to wor
meticulously towards Streamlining its business processes. And as discussed above the business Sheeneeds to be innovative and efficient enough to adaptto the market and business requirements. : atintegrated processes need not only include departmentsbut also partners, suppliers acsGia‘can only be attained by using information technology which can support and drive business obj 5.Consequently, this also enables to innovate and respond faster and adaptto the globally changing businessconditions — a must for SMEs. ;

OOO
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.

Whichtypeof company? Sevenfactors to consider before you start you business
(ee 

ee
Partnership
 

 

a Sale proprietorship

Flexibility This is as flexible as you can get. You
are the sole person in charge

some heads wearing more than one hat.

Capital risk Very high, asthe proprictor bearsall
the risk. The returns too are all his.

Liability Unlimited, extending to personal
assets of the sole proprictor.

Formation Simplest. No legal requirements.

Exitoption On death ofthe sole proprietor, or if

he decides to close down the
business.

Inheritance Depends onthewill of the sole
proprietor.

Goodwill Mayor may not be mentioned in the

books of account,

Less flexible than proprietorship, as the areasof
responsibility are somewhatdefined. But there maybe

Lowerthan sole proprietorship, as the capital is

shared by the partners.

Unlimited, extending to the personalassets of the Partners

Through a partnership deed, though not compulsory, If

there is no deed,the partnership is governed by the Indian

Partnership Act, 1932.

Asper the Indian Partnership Act, or through a

deedofdissolution which has to be acceptedbyall Partners,

Thepartnership deed can specify whether the business wij]
carry on in the eventof the death of a partner, and whowil]
be entitled to his share of profits, or whether a new deed
will be drawn up, or the partnership will stand dissolved,

Has to be mentionedin the books of account. Method

of calculation is subjective and open to debate.

 
Organisational Reality Immediate Objective

 IR Disputes and disharmony; climate of
distrust within the organisation.

A conservative organisation (say in

engineering industry) facing increased
competition for domestic and international
players ,

A conservative organisation in a traditional
industry infamousfor paternalistic approach
to organisational members(e.g., Textiles,
Jute).

Monopolysituation and noserious
complaints on product quality. 

704

To build harmony and trust among the
organisational membersw whichwill later be
harnessed for productive and profitable purposes.

To bring in sufficient organisationwise
awareness about the emerging realistics and
prepare a ground for meeting competitors face
to face.

To raise the organisation's ability to confront the
changing environmentand to manage the
complexities of change.

To take proactive measure within the
organisation which will create entry-barriers for
potential competitors.  
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AS INCENTIVES AND SUBSIDIES

CHAPTER

 
ty 7 ' : 2

With a view i small scale industries Stronger enoughtoface domestic and international competition, to make exports
an effective eee for promoting greater economic activity and employment and to facilitate growth, of
entrepreneurship in the country the government has been supporting through incentives and subsidies.”

INTRODUCTION

Entrepreneurs in India are offered a numberofincentiveswith their strategic contributions to economic development.
Firstly, they facilitate the decentralisation of economic power by encouraging prospective entrepreneurs to take up
industrial ventures and assist in the dispersal of industries over India’s geographical area, Secondly,they facilitate the
transformation of a traditional technology, whichis characterised by low skill, low productivity and low wages, into a

modern technology, subsequently characterised by improvedskills, high productivity, rising wages and a higher standard
of living. They serve as a catalyst to start a dynamic process of development. They also influence the location of

enterprises and contribute to regional distribution and development.

 

The Ford Foundation Team, which visited India in 1953-54, suggested a positive programmefor the development

of modern SSIs. Based on the recommendationsof this team, the Government provided a broad infrastructural and

institutional set-up for the accelerated growth ofthese industries.

In the present chapter, an attempt has been madetoindicate the assistance and the incentives which are available

from the Government.

 

    
Fig. 48.1:
Pattern of
Incentives
es,

Incentives
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Incentives

, The term ‘incentive’ means encouraging productivity.It is 2 motivational force Oneteatiee, aucatreprenenr

4 right decision and act uponit. Broadly, incentives include concessions, subsidies = and om nomic

— bothfinancial and non-financial — push an entrepreneur towards decisive decisio .

The Power of Incentives
__ There is evidence that people respond significantly to incentives even in situations where we do not usy

imagine their behaviourto be rational, Apparently psychologists have discovered by experiment that when you hang a
Person an unexpectedly hot cup ofcoffee, he typically drops the cupif he perceivesit to be inexpensive but manage,
to hang onif hebelieves the cupis valuable, Indeed,the response to incentives may be as innate as any otherinstinctive
behaviour. .

: take
INCEntives

ally

In a series of experiments at Texas A&M University, researchers have allowed rats and pigeons to "purchase" Various

forms of food and drink by pushing various levers. The researchers have foundthatrats and pigeons respond appropriately

to changesin prices, incbme, and wagerates. Whentheprice ofrootbeer goesup,they buyless root beer. When wagerates

go up, they work harder — unless their incomesare already very high,in which case they choose to enjoy moreleisure,

These are precisely the responses that economists expect and observe among human beings. Incentives matter,
Theliterature of economicscontains tens of thousands of empirical studies verifying this proposition, and not onethat

convincingly refutes it. Economists are forever testing the proposition and forever expanding the domainofits
applicability.

Subsidy
‘Subsidy’ denotes a single lump-sum which is given by a Government to an entrepreneur to cover the cost. The

term ‘bounty’ denotes a bonusorfinancial aid given to an industry to help it to compete with other units in country or

in a foreign market. The objective of incentives is to motivate an entrepreneur to set up a new venture in the larger

interest of the nation and the society.

Controversies on the Efficacy of Incentives and Subsidies
Often one comesacrossan intellectual controversy over the good or evil or nil effect of incentive programmes.

According to onecriticism, the argument proceeds, of course, with empirical evidence and other pure measurement
approaches,that incentive schemes would ultimately deteriorate into useless tax give-aways, would only cause other

States to reciprocate with the result that industry locations would be affected by those lures and would cause the

financial positron of the exchequer seriously impaired. While this argument maybetrue, the industrial development

schemes have been with use for more than three decades. As againstthis view, there are study results establishing the

economicsignificanceof the impactof incentive programmes. Wealsofind,to our surprise, the fast-growing, information
on the reappraisal of the ‘legitimacy’ of the regional economic industrial policy with incentive schemes.

 Fig. 48.2:
Incentives as a ENTREPRENEURIAL

Motivational Force
SPIRIT
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Need for Snrcentiveo

need for incentives and subsidiesarise for the following reasons:
nd concessions has been

ge of incentives aThe

f ndustri
al adminis

tration
,

1. To eorrect regional imbalances in development: The usual acka

gvailable in backwardas well as developed districts. It has been neue the experience 0 i

e artment of industries, district level officers, development cor rations etc., that what is lacking in the backward

districts is the overall existing environmental growth, One of he ways 2tH ‘dentify pockets of savings of different

activity groups like traders, businessmen,agri
culturists, professionals, etc and provide them with relevant information

gs well as suitable incentives to offset the disadvantages prevailing in such places. [Industrial policy uses incentives

poth to correct the market imperfections and to accelerate the process of industrialisation so 2S to drive the forces of

upply and demandreach the equilibrium level. Such a policy then aimsat inducing some entrepreneurs OF sectionsof

the community (€.8-s technicians) to locate their industrial units in areas selected by Government rather than that of

their own choice. Regionalbalancescan also leadto effective utilisation 0 movalofdisparities in

income and levels ofliving and contribute to a moreintegrated society.

2, To promote entrepreneurship by removing economic constraints:

the field face many impediments on account of inadequate in

distances separating central administrative organs from entreprene

porting services such as marketintelligence, entrepreneurial guidanc

nt banking facilities, lack of an institutional mechanism to provide full-

the new entrepreneurs, andfinally, from insufficient orientation 0

at the State level to the needs of new entrepreneurs.

The various incentives normally aim at mitigating some or all of the problems by several means. Industrial estates,

industrial complexes, industrial nucleus etc., availability of power, concessional finance, capital investment subsidy,

transport subsidy, etc., are all but a few examples of incentives to solve constraints impeding the emergence of

entrepreneurs in industry.

f regional resources, re

economic constraints, the new

w entrepreneur suffers

urs and their projects, deficiency of

e and training, technical consultancy

time management personnel

f the promotional institutions,

: ;

As for the

entrants 1

frastructures. The ne

pecause of

yarious SUP

and merchal

completementary to that of

parting a few exceptions,

 

    

   
  ENTREPRENEURSHIPFig. 48.3:
DEVELOPMENTObjectives of

Incentives |REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

   
PROVIDE COMP ETITIVE

STRENGTH
   
   

MOTIVATE PEOPLE FOR

NEW VENTURES    

   

   
  lom
<
-
s
z
m
o
z
-
|

 GIVE STIMULUS TO INDUSTRY

AND BUSINESS  
   INCENTIVES  

survival and growth: Some of the incentives are concerned with the establishment

vival and growth of industries. Several incentives are confined to

the first few years of the establishmentof the unit while a few of them are made available over a long period. Instances

may be cited of the reservation policy for SSIs due to which a small firm can hope to compete in the market to which

entry by larger units is barred. If these units are already established and are broughtunderthe reservation policylater,

it will be a case of incentive to support its competitive strength. For a newcomer,the reservation is an incentive to

enter the industry itself. A price preference improves its competitive strength.

3. To provide competitive strength,

of industries while others are concerned with the sur
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Types of Incentives
Incentives Provided to small scale enterprises are in the nature of:
 

     

    
    

Fig, 48.4:

|

SenPes of Incentives
Financial

Subsidies

Tdl. Fiscal Incentives

Tax concessions — exemptions, rebates, refund or postponementof direct or indirect taxes,

Incentives for Exports including duty drawbacks,

Exemption andpreferential treatment from Excise duties,
Exemption from Sales Tax,

Otherincentives

Ga) Capital investment subsidy

(ii) Transport subsidy

(iii) Creation of tax free zones

2. Financial Incentives

Seed capital

Credit on priority

Technology Upgradation Fund SchemeforTextile Industry

Venture capital funds for software and IT industry

Credit Guarantee Scheme

Micro Finance

3. Promotional Schemes

708
 

Reservationof items for exclusive manufacturein the SSI Sector (As on 20-10-2004, 605 items were reserved
in the SSI Sector)

Enhancementof investmentlimit, for export-oriented/high-tech items reserved for manufacture in SSI Sector
to Rs.S crores from Rs.1 crore.

Price and purchase preference scheme

Protection from competition

Itemsof stores reserved for exclusive purchase
Foreign Direct Investment

Infrastructural facilities

Industrial growth centres
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Export Processing Zones

Industrial Parks

Integrated Infrastructure Development Ce
Cluster DevelopmentProgramm ntres

ce National Programmefor Rural Industrialisatio
4. Marketing Support

The marketing infrastructure, as avail’ able fi ; inati i i

a eencies or SSIs, consists of a combination of agencies and incentive schemes.

(i) National Small Industries Corporation (NSIC)
(ii) SIDO

(iii) Export Promotion Councils
(iv) SIDBI

(b) Incentive Schemes

(i) Sub-contracting Exchanges

(ii) Quality certification

(iii) Marketing Development Scheme

(iv) Exhibitions and Tradefairs

(v) Vendor Development Programme

5, Organisational Support

(i) Consultancy

(ii) Training

(iii) Testing and Toolroom facilities

(iv) Workshops and Seminars

(v) Research and Development (R&D)

(vi) Design

(vii) Industrial motivation campaigns

(viii) National Award for Small Scale Entrepreneurs

(ix) Technology business incubators.

 

Incentives Strategy

i i 100% of cost
1. Subsidy for Purchase of know-how — Varies from 50% to

2. Entre aesTraining — Free with stipend for SC/ST and women entrepreneurs

3. Dev hi Land — Atsubsidised cost, on hire-purchase/outright purchase basis

4. earns
— In industrial estates subject to availability

s Machinery — Onhire-purchase/lease

6. Seed capital Joan — To start industries

~
o
s
>

(Margin Money Loan)
Central Investment Subsidy
State Investitient Subsidy

Tax Exemption

At the rate of 25% varies from Rs. 10 lakh to Rs. 50 lakh

— {10% to 15%

_— Excise and sales-tax Ex
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emption from stamp duty and concessional registration charges.
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10, Establishment Grant — Insome cases
1k, Stamp Duty — ExemptedSe  

Thus, a creative and shrewd entrepreneur can set-up a small-scale industry and/or industries without Puttin

gle pie of his own and even capital out of it. Some successful entrepreneurs have built their ownindustrial empire
Acquired status and power

sin

Schemesof Incentives and Subsidies in Operation
 

 

Se
a . ae

Incentives in Operation Subsidies in Operation

* . . eee

(?) Interestfree loans (i) Export/Import subsidies and bounties,

(ii) Exemption from property tax. (ii) Subsidy for R & D works.
(iii) Incentives to NRIs, (iii) Capital investment subsidy,

(iv) Special incentives to women entrepreneurs, (iv) Transport subsidy,

(v) Exemption from income-tax, : (v) Interest subsidy,

‘ (vi) Interest-free sales tax loans, (vi) Subsidy for power generations,
(vii) Sales tax exemptions, ‘ (vii) Subsidies to artisans and traditional industries including

?

(viti) Land and building at concessionalrates, handlooms, =— :
(ix) Price preference to SSI Units, (viii) Subsidy for buying test equipment,

(x) Exemption from stamp duty, (ix) Subsidy for industrial housing,

~ (xi) Provision of seed capital, * (x) Subsidy/assistance for technical consultancy,

(xiii) Allotment of developed/constructed sheds, (xi) Subsidising the cost of marketstudies/ feasibility studies or
(xiv) Allotmentof controlled or subsidised raw materials, reports,

(xv) Concessional water, - (xii) Subsidised consultancy services,

(xvi) Special facilities for import ofRAW materials, (xiii) Subsidy for market studies,

(xvii) Taxation benefits, (xiv) Subsidy for quality standards.

(xviii) Excise concessions.

 

She Assistance Programme
Someofthe important measuresof assistance now available for the entrepreneurs in the industrial sector are:

(i) Technical assistance through industrial extension service;

(ii) Assistance for obtaining raw materials;

(iii) Cash assistance;

(iv) Supply of machinery on hire-purchase basis;

(v) Marketing assistance;

(vi) Assistance to small entrepreneurs;

(vii) Rural Industries Projects;

(viii) Seed capital assistance;

 

 
   

     
    

 

            
  
 

Fig. 48.5:
Types of Incentives INCENTIVES
—————_—_——

TECHNICAL FINANCIAL SUBSIDY ,

ase ,
MACHINERY CONEIRT: CASH||/OTHERS| |TRANSPORT|| INTEREST ae

INTEREST FREE INCOME SALES EXCISE
LOANS TAX        
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(ix) Concessionalfinance ASSistance:
(x) Technology assistance;

(xi) Pollution control. .

In order to promoteindustrialisat;i 10n of

petween differe the countryas a whole andto removedisparities in levels of development
nt regions, the Cence tral Gover : ;

scheme,transport subsidy schemeand central assist 'S Operating three major schemes,viz., central investment subsidy‘sistance schemeforinfrastructural developmentin no-industrydistricts.

Advantages of Incentives and Subsidies
(a) They act as a motivational force wh;
5) Tiey-encourage:th hich makesthe Prospective entrepreneurs to enter into manufacturingline.

( y ge the entrepreneurs to Start industries in backward areas
(c) By providing subsidies and incentives the Government can

(i) Bring industrial developmentuniformly in all regions. °

(it) Develop more new entrepreneurs which leads to entrepreneurial development.
(iii) Increase the ability of entrepreneurs to face competition successfully.
(iv) Reduce the overall problemsof small-scale entrepreneurs.

Problems of Incentives and Subsidies

Empirical studies reveal that the incentives and subsidies are being highly misused.

Incentives and subsidies turned out to be groundsfor dishonesty.

They have given scope for favouritism and rampantcorruption.

They have becomethe seeds of unethical business practices.

Resulted in financial drain on the exchequer.

Thereal objective of providing incentives, subsidies and assistance is hardly achieved.

Central Investment Subsidy Scheme

This was introduced in 1971, and has been modified from time to time. The scheme is for encouraging settingup

of industries in centrally notified backward areas. Forsetting up industries in Category “A” backward areas, subsidy

is allowed at the rate of 25% subject to a maximum of Rs 25 lakh (enhanced to Rs 50 lakh for setting up Sate

industry in hilly districts). It is 15% and 10% subject toa maximum of Rs. 15 lakh and Rs. are forers

‘C’ districts respectively. MRTP/FERA companies are not eligible for subsidy in oe ba mie iat ie

who set up nucleus plants in Category ‘B’ and ‘C’ districts/areas are legible for * an : alee eece ;

maximum of Rs, 20 lakh and Rs. 15 lakh respectively. Since the inception of MeaAChEAat nese ’ ’

total sum of Rs. 855.46 crore reimbursed to States/Union Territories excluding Delhi an ndigarh.

Sranspoxt Subsidy Scheme on
| is applicable to remote and inaccessible areas. It covers the entire Norih

Pee Soneay scapeom gore Himachal Pradesh,hill districts of Uttar Pradesh, Lakshadweep

Eastern Region including Sikkim, me ‘eeling District of West Bengal. Identified promotionalinstitutions which

and Andaman & Nicobar Islands oe . e and cottage industries are also eligible for transport subsidy. oe

oeee business on behalfonaf sadizstrial raw materials which are broughtinto and finished goods which are

subsidy is paid on the transport co

taken sat of these areas to identified rail heads/vata
and for Himachal Pradesh, hill districts of Uttar material
available at the rate of 90% for movementoe another s
Of finished goodsin this region from onestate

h and Darjeeling District of West Bengal, it is 75%. It is also

s within the N.E. region and at the rate of 50% for movement

tate. For airlifting of electronic components/products from
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Kolkata airport to the airport nearest to the locations of the industrial units in this region subsidy is allowed at the rate

of 75% and Vice versa.

Contral Cosistance for Infrastructural Development in No-Industuy District,
under the Old Scheme

To assist State Governments in taking up infrastructural development Inone or two identified growth centers in
each ho-industry district, the centre gives financial assistance which is limited to one-third of the tota| Cost of

infrastructural development, subject to a maximum of Rs. 2 crore per district. Two types of patterns have been laid

down for the Purpose:

Pattern J

Rs. 2 crore as subsidy from the Central Government.
Rs. 2 crore as share of the State Government.

Rs. 2 crore as loan'from IDBI on concessional terms.

Pattern II

Rs. 2 crore as subsidy from the Central Government.
Rs. 4 crore as share of the State Government.

Rs. 5 crore as loan from IDBI on concessional termsafter the shares of State and Centre are spent.

ForStatesin the N.E.region, the schemehasbeenfurtherliberalised. In a total project of Rs, 4 crore, the Centre's

shares would be 50%,i.e., Rs. 2 crore per district and the State Governments have the option to fund thebalance of

Rs. 2 crore either from their own fundsorby raising a loan from IDBI. Construction of sheds, subject to a ceiling of

25% of the total cost, has been allowed in the case ofthis region only.

So far 51 growth centres in 44 districts of the States of Rajasthan, Orissa, Karnataka, UP, Bihar, Maharashtra,

West Bengal, Tripura, Nagaland, AP and Mizoram have been approved by the Government for development of

infrastructural facilities. A sum of Rs. 15.42 crore has been released for creating infrastructuralfacilities in the States

of Rajasthan, Orissa, UP, Karnataka, MP, Maharashtra, Mizoram, Bihar and West Bengaltill December 1988,

New. Scheme for Growth Centres

The Government has announced on June 3, 1988, the decision to set up 100 growth centres throughoutthe

country overthe next five years or so. These growth centres, would be endowed with infrastructural facilities on par

with the best available in the country, particularly in respect of power, water, telecommunication and banking. Each

growth centre would be provided with fundsof the order of Rs. 25-30 crore in orderto create infrastructuralfacilities

of a high order.

The States/Union Territories have been asked to identifytheof growth centres allocated to them

but the final selection of these will be done by the Centre. The State Governments are also free to include any ofthe

growth centres already approved underthe erstwhile scheme fordeveloningcentres in the ‘No-industry districts.’

The growth centres shall not be located within 50 kms of the-boundary-ofTcities with a population of above 25
lakh, 30 kmsfrom the boundaryof2 cities with a population of above 15 lakh but below 25 lakh and 15 Kmsfrom the

boundary of 12 cities with a population of 7.5 lakh but below 15 lakh.

The growth centres shall be located close to district sub-divisional/block/taluk/headquarters or developing urban

centres.

The broad financing pattern for developmentof infrastructure in the selected growth centres will be as follows:
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1, Central Government (Equity)

2, State Government (Equity)

3, All India Financial Institutions

4, Nationalised Banks

Rs. 10crore| .
Rs. Scrore(including Rs. 2 crores As equity) Rs 4 crore

Rs. I crore
5. Market borrowings Rs. 20crore

Total
Rs. [0crore

The growth centresselected under

—

Ao: thi ‘ : :
1a”ofthelist of backward arexsi. scheme will be included in Category ‘B’
The State Governments have been requ
development of these growth centres,

e entit] : (unlessit is already in CategoryAe ¢d toall incentives available from time to timefor Category ‘B’ areas.© make suitable provisions in their States/Union Territories Plan for the

INCENTIVES AND FACILITIES TO EXPORTERS
1. Duty Drawback

For a product exported from India, the manufacturer would have paid duties as under:(i) Import duties on raw materials and components imported and
(ii) Excise duty on the items manufactured

The Customs and Central Excise Dut
the export being completed.

Duty drawbackis allowed onlyin respectofall items wherein such raw materials and components have been usedwhich duty either of customsor excise has been paid. There are two types of rates of drawback:(i) all-industryrate and (ii) brandrate, All-industry rateis applied to all exporters alike. The brandrate is applicable onlyto particularmanufacturers. The brandrate is fixed on application and furnishing of information to the authorities by the exporter.Brand rate can be so fixed where the all-industry rate does not exist, or where the existing rate of drawbackis less than
80% of the duty paid.

 

in India.

y Drawback Rules, 1971 provide for refund of such duties to the exporter on

For claiming the drawback,the exporter shouldfile with the customs the triplicate copy of the shippingbill within
60 days after the customsofficer at the port has given ‘Let Export Order.’ On a fortnightly basis, the drawback entitled
to the exporter will be remitted to his accountwith his bank.Ifthe rate of drawbackis yet to be fixed, the exporter can
make a provisional claim. Thefinal disbursement will be madeonfixation ofthe rates.

To help the exportertide overthe financialdifficulty faced due to the delay in disbursementofthe duty drawback,
the Government has formulated the Duty Drawback Scheme, 1976. Underthis scheme, the exporter can get interest-
free finance from his bank an export eligible goods and producing a provisionalcertificate as to his entitlement of
drawback. This has been detailed in the Chapter on ‘Financing Exports.’

2. Duty Exemption Scheme

ials without paymentof customs duty. The licence issued underrter to import materials withou
dieeeaan Licence. The items allowed to be imported underthese licences are such as are to
be used in th ‘ ds be exported from India.¢ manufacture of goods to .

The ad li .ed to manufacturer-exporters subject to actual user condition. Generally, the scheme
is tonlicahaean peala5H products in which there is a minimum value addition of 33%. The licence will bear a

y
Suitable export obligation.
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i

i : i i issue acon
E The licensing authority issuing a licence underthis schemeSEiihane decidtean SxEMptionntitlement Cert} jals i ted against a licen ised f,Crtificate. Exempt materials importe : . . iManufacture of the resultant products specified in the Duty Exemption Entitlement Certificate. Thelice

Or t! e

; icensing authorit NCholderShould €xecute a bond with bank guarantee and lodge it with the licensing au y. .

After exports, the Duty Exemption EntitlementCertificate duly completed by the customswill haveto be surTendereg
ane licensing authority in fulfillment of the export obligation imposed. .

No duty drawback will be allowed on the products exported/supplied underthis scheme.

Fiscal Incentives for SEZ Units
Duty free import/domestic procurement of goods for development, operation and maintenance of SEZ Units,

.

100 percent Income Tax exemption on export income for SEZ units under Section 10AAofthe Income Tax
Act for first 5 years, 50 per cent for next 5 years thereafter and 50 per centof the ploughed back Export profit
for next 5 years.

Exemption from Minimum Alternate Tax under section 115JB of the Income Tax Act.

External commercial borrowing by SEZ units up to US $500 million a year without any maturity Testrictionthrough recognized banking channels.

Exemption from Central Sales Tax, Service Tax, State Sales Tax and otherlevies as extendedby the TespectiveState Governments.

Saa Exemptions to SEZ Developers
* Exemption frorh Customs/Excise duties for development of SEZs for authorized operations approved bythe

board of Approval. :
Income Tax exemption on export income for a block of 10 years in 15 years under Section 80-IAB of the
Income Tax Act.

Exemption from Minimum Alternate Tax under Section 115JB of the Income Tax Act.
Exemption from Dividend Distribution Tax under Section 115 O of the Income Tax Act.
Exemption from Central Sales Tax (CST) and Service Tax (Section 7, 26 and Second Schedule of the SEZAct).

3. Excise Rebate
Finished goods which are subject to excise duty for home consumption are exempt from the duty whenthey areexported. The schemeis also applicable where exported goodscontain excisable goodsin their mandfacture.The exportercanavailofthis facility in eitherof the followin
(i) Export under bond: Underthis method,th

The amountofthe bond will be equal to the dut
without paying the duty and pending acceptanc
by the exporter.

(ti) Refund of duty: If the dutyis
Central Excise authorities. After
central excise.

g methods, wherefinished goods are excisable:
¢ exporter has to execute a bondin favourof Central Excise Authorities.
y on the estimated maximum outstanding of goods leaving the factory
¢ of their proof of export by excise authorities. No excise need be paid

already paid,after export is made, the exporter should make a claim with the
verification of the claim, the excise authorities will arrange for the refund ofthe

Where the excisable materials have been used in the manufacture, similar to the above arrangement,the exportercan avail of the facility of manufacturing under bondor he can claim refund after the duty is paid.
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4, Marketing Develapmens Assistance
The Government of India }

development of markets for Indi
export promotionefforts, The fund ge

The fund is administered by ac

4S instituted 4 Marketj
an Products abroad,

tS its resources

ng Development Fund for providing grants-in-aid for the
for compensatory support for export commodities and for other

: fromtheallocation of General Budget.
Expenditure and Commerce, Variousschemecesting of the Secret
processed by different sub-committees, * ALC., Export promoti

Assistance under MDFis
Trade Promotion Organisation

aries of the Departments of Economic Affairs and
On activities) falling under the grants-in-aid are

AWailable to Organisat
»¢te., and individualThe extent ofassistance differs

the schemescligible for assist

ions like Export Promotion Councils, Commodity Boards, IndiaXporters approved by such organisations.
the scheme, Generall

are:

depending upon
ance under the Fund(a) Commodity Survey/study within t

(b) Market survey abroad:
(c) Publicationsforissue within the co
(d) Participation in exhibitions abroad;
(e) Setting up showrooms, warehouses,after Sales service establishments;(f) Research and Development:
(g) Consultancy services:
(h) Setting up foreign offices.
The application for assistance should b

Commerce through the approved organisa

5. Supply of Rau Materials
Units engaged in exports are given priority in

the raw materials are arranged to be supplied ati

y it ranges between 50% and 60%. Some of

a

Uuntry or abroad:

€ sent to the Marketin& Department Assistance Committeeat the Ministry oftion like Export Promotion Council and Commodity Board.

the allotmentof scarce raw materials suchassteel. In certain cases,nternational prices, much belowtheinternal prices.
IPRS: The International Price Reimbursement Schemeforsteel and pig iron provides for reimbursementexporter of the difference in international and domestic price of specified Categories of iron and steel used in exengineering goods. The reimbursementis made through the Engineering Exports Promotion Council.

6. Export Oriented Units|Eaport Processing Zone
Units undertaking to export their entire production of goods may be set up under the Export Oriented UnitsScheme. Such units may be engaged in manufacture, production of software, horticulture, agriculture,animal husbandry or similar activity. Units engaged in service activities may also be consid

to the |
port of

e
s acquaculture,

ered on merits.
Free Trade Zone or Export Processing Zoneis an industrial estate, cordoned off from domestic tariff area, wheretrade barriers applicable to the rest of the economy do not apply and where export oriented units can operate free ofimport duties or quantitative restrictions and are given other advantages including tax exemptions. Seven free tradezones have been set up in India at Santa Cruz (Mumbai), Kandla, Chennai, Cochin, Noida, Falta (Kolkata), andVisakhapatnam,

a
e
m
m
a
n
m
t

Unitsin the free trade zone and exportoriented units (outside the zone) are similarly placed with regard to conditions
and benefits bestowed on them.

Jacilities fox Units in the Export Processing Zone
as ts.* Developed plots/ready-buildings to suit Projectip s

. : thi Je ays.* Single-point clearance of new projects within 40 :

n
e
e
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Automatic approvals of proposals by the Development Commissioneron certain conditions,
No licence required for import of capital goods, raw materials, consumables,sparesetc.
Dutyfree import of capital goods and equipments from preferred sources.
Second-hand capital goods allowedto be imported. .
Sourcing of capital goods from domestic manufacturing/leasing companies allowed.

Exemption from Central Excise Duty and other levies on products manufactured within the zone,
Complete exemption from Income Tax on profits for a period of five years.

Foreign equity participation upto 100% permissible.
Remittance of profits and dividends by foreign investors/NRIs allowed fully after payment of taxes,
Upto 25% production and 5% rejects can be sold in Domestic Market on paymentof appropriate duties.
Re-export of unused imported goods allowed, subject to certain conditions.

Imported machinery becoming obsolete allowed to be disposed of, subject to

depreciated value.

Sub-contracting part of Job Work to units in the Domestic Market may be allowed.
Concessionalfinance available for investment and workingcapital.

Assured power supply, preferential powerconnection.

Supplies from Domestic Market to the units in the Zone, treated as Deemed Export.

Export finance Banksor special concessionalrate ofinterest.
Greencard to units for getting facilities like telephone, telex, cement, steel, etc. on priority basis,
Containers loaded by units in SEPZ notto be inspected or other points, so long the seals are intact,
Private bonded warehouses permissible for stack and sale of duty-free materials, components, etc. to SEPZunits,

a
a
e
e

2
e
e

e
e

ee
S
e

ee
ee

payment of custom duty on

*
¢
¢
¢
¢

¢
@

@
+ And many more....

Other Facilities|Provisions being made available in SEPZ
Security as per norms laid down by the customs for SEPZ.
Paved internal roads,street lights, water supply, etc.
Container space onrentalbasis.

Customsclearance centre within the Diamond Industrial Park.
Railway Station within 1 Km. Surat Airport, Magdalla Sea Port & Highway within 15 Km.
Office premises available in, the International Trade Centre of the park.
Health centre, school, recreation club, theatre coming soon,
Hotelby an international Chain of Hotels soon to come up.
Excellent green and clean environment.
Administrative support by the*

¢
¢

¢
¢
¢
¢
~
«

@

«

&¢
«

Promotersto users in Preparing their application for units in the zone.

Caport Houses, Srading Houses and Star Trading Houses
A registered exporter is a person holding valid registration certificate issued by an Export Promotion Council,Commodity Boardor otherregistering authority designated by Governmentforthe purpose of export promotion.
The exporter may beregistered as an Export House or a Trading House or a Star Trading Houseifthe average FOBvalue of physical exports during the preceding three licensing years is not less than Rs. 10 crores, Rs. 50 crores andRs. 250 crores respectively. The registration may also be granted if the FOB value of exports during the preceding
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; : es (star

jicensing year was not less than Rs. 15 crores (export house), Rs 75 crores (trading house) and Rs. 300 crores (
trading house). rr,

These houses are entitled for special import licences for import of such items included in the oerc

Imports. under a scheme notified in this behalf. Theyare also eligible for opening of foreignoeacayeaaiae

and abroad, Marketing DevelopmentAssistanceand to execute legal undertakingin lieu of bank &
export obligation.

§, Export Promotion Capital Gaado Scheme
Under the EPCG scheme capital goods may be imported at a concessional rate of customs duty of 25% of CIF

value with an export obligation of 3 times CIF valueto be achieved within 4 years. The duty will be further reduced to
15% of CIF value where the export obligation undertaken is 4 times the CIF value within a period of 5 years.

A manufacturer-exporter for a period notless than 3 yearsis eligible for this scheme. Other exporters may also be

considered on merits.

9, Foreign Currency Accounts for Exporters
Exporters with a net foreign earnings of Rs. 4 crores and over during the preceding year may be permitted by

Reserve Bank to maintain foreign currency accounts in USdollar or sterling pound, with SBI, public sector banks and

foreign banks operating in India.

Only one account shall be maintained which will have no cheque facility. No overdraft can be granted in the

account. The exporter availing this facility should route all export documents through the designated branch of the

bank. Credit to the foreign currency account will be approved methodofliquidation of postshipment advances. RBI
will fix ceiling on balance to be maintained in the account. Excess over that shall be converted into rupees promptly.

If exports arrange foreign currency overdraft/revolving lines of credit from banks abroad for financing their

imports RBI may consider their keeping foreign currency accounts abroad. Mirror accountshall be maintained by a

bank in India. They cannot avail preshipment/postshipmentfinance exceptto the extent of rupee expenditure.

10. Other. Benefits
. Some of the other benefits available to exporters can nowbelisted.

(a) Exemption from sales tax.

(b) Exemption from incometax. .

(c) Training facilities in India and abroad.

(d) Availlability of concessional finance from banks and Exim Bank.

(e) Credit insurance cover from ECGC.

(f) Preshipmentinspectionfacilities.

(g) Foreign exchange for business visits abroad andforparticipation in trade fairs and exhibitions abroad.
(h) Special import licences for items in negativelist.

Thus, it may be seenthat noefforts have been spared in providingall possiblefacilities and incentives to exports.

State Incentives
All states in India recognised that small and medium industries continueto play a vital role in their socio-economic

lopment, There is a majorinterest in state developing programmes 10 stimulate and encourage indusrial developmentie State. With a view to attract entrepreneurs to set up industries/business in their states, states offer varied
Ives, subsidies and assistance. Major incentives and concessionsoffered by the selectedstates is presented here
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MajorIncentives and Concesslonsto SSI Units In Selected States

 

 

Note-
ote: Talukasin the State have been classified as A, B, C, D & D+ in the order of most to least developed areas,

ae

Gujarat Category! Categoryi
Areas Areasa

* rn1. Capital Investment
Subsidy

Tiny Industries 35%of eligible fixed capital investment 25% of eligible fixed capital investmen,
Small Scale Industries 30% ofcligible fixed capital investment with 20% of cligible fixed capital investment with

~ a maximum of Rs, 30 lakh a maximum ofRs. 20 lakh
Sales Tax Incentives ,
Tiny Industries
Small Scale Industries

3. Additional Sales Tax
Benefits

4. Sales Tax Benefits for 100%
EOUs

3. Other Incentives: to 100%
EOUs

100% ofeligible fixed capital investmentfor

9 years

Available to employmentoriented units
100% of fixed capital investmentfor 10 ycars
Priority allotmentof land and raw materials.

100% of eligible fixed capital investm,
6 years eat log

715% of fixed capital investmentfor 8 years  
 

Maharashtra
1. Sales Tax incentive to new SSI

units as Exemption/Deferral/
Interest free unsecured loan

2. Special capital incentive for SSI
units only

3. Refund of Octroi/Entry Tax in

* the form of a grant up to 100%
of the admissible

Fixed Capital Investment to New

SSI units

4. (a) Refund ofelectricity duty to

new SSI units

(6) Refund of electricity duty to
new units in Electronic

Hardware Technology Parks
(EHTPs) and to 100% EOUs

Kerala
1. Investment subsidy for thrust industries (electronics,

rubber processing, food processing, light engineering,

B. 100% of Fixed Capital Investment for 6 years
C 110% of Fixed Capital Investmentfor 8 years
D 120% of Fixed Capital Investment for 10 years
D+ 130% of Fixed Capital Investment for 12 years
B 15% of Fixed Capital Investment with a maximum ofRs. 7 lakh
C 20% of Fixed Capital Investment with a maximum ofRs. 10 lakh
D 25% of Fixed Capital Investment with a maximum ofRs. 15 lakh
D+ 30% of Fixed Capital Investment with a maximum ofRs. 20 lakh

B_ fora period of 5 years ,
C for a period of 7 years
D. for a period of 9 years

D+ for a period of 12 years

D_— Grantfor a period of 7 years
D+ Grant for a period of 10 years
(A) Grant fora

(B) period of

(C) 5 years

(D) Grant for a period of
(D+) 7 years

15% of Fixed Capital Investment subject to a maximumofRs. 20 lakh. Also
available to existing units undertaking expansion, diversification and

drugs & pharmaceuticals, leather, clay & silica based modernisation.
industries and garment manufacturing industries).

2. (a) Sales Tax exemption/defermentto all new industrial Exemption for 7 years/defermentfor 10 years upto a ceiling of 100% offixed
units and existing units undertaking expansion Capital Investment
diversification & modernisation

(6) Additional option of SSIs only

3. Concessions to ensure a market for products
manufactured by SSI unitsin the State.

4, Exemption from electricity duty and enhancementin
powertariff.

To deposit the Sales Tax with the Governmentin the “Tax for Growth Fund!
A price preference of 15% for all departmental purchases, purchases made by

State public sector enterprises and statutory corporations

To all new units for thefirst five years
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Gamit Nadu
1

2.

State Capital Subsidy in most backward talukas
Other specified areas

Special Subsidy for select category of industry

(a) To encourage priority and sunrise industries

(b) For leader and electronic units
Concessions in powertariff for three years for allunits (except located in metropolitan areas)

Generator subsidy for certain industries
Liberalised Sales Tax waiver/deferral scheme uptoa
ceiling of total investmentin fixed assets
(a) Full waverfor five years
(b) Deferral for 9 years

(c) Deferral for 5 years up to a maximum of 60%
Subsidies and concessions to women entrepreneurs
(a) For units where womenconstitute more than 30%
of the workforce

(b) Reservation in the allotmentof industrial sheds
and developed plots.

West Bengal
1. One time subsidy on Investment in Plant &

Machinery

(a) Valued up to Rs. ? lakh

(6) Valued above Rs. 2 lakh

One time subsidy on cost of drawing powerline and
installation of transformer
One time subsidy on cost of purchase & installation
of Gen. Sets
Waiver of Electricity duty w.e.f. the date of
commencementofactivities
Exemption from paymentof Octroi/Entry Tax w.e.f.
the date of commencementofactivities
Exemption of Sales Tax on purchase of Raw Material
(a) for new SSI units

(b) for expansion/modernisation

Notes:

20%offixed assets with a ceiling of Rs. 20 lakh

15% of fixed assets with a ceiling of Rs. 15 lakh
A sum not exceeding Rs. 15 lakh based on 10% of cost of fixed assets

Rs 20 lakh and
Rs 35 lakh respectively
Ist year 40% of energy charges
2nd year 30%
3rd year 20%

15% ofthe costof generator subject to a maximum of Rs,5 lakh

New and existing units located in most backward talukas
New units located in 82 backward talukas and in government developed
industrial areas
Newindustries in other areas

5% additional capital subsidy up to a maximum of Rs. 5 lakh

30% reservation in ail new Industrial Estates and Industrial
Complexes developed by Governmentorganisations.

5

40% for industries in B, C and D category andfor specified industries in A
category districts
15% for industries in A & B categorydistricts, 20% in C and
30% in D category districts
20% in B, C & D categorydistricts only
25% irrespective of the location provided such costis not borne by the Power
Supply Agency
100% for a period of 5 years in B, C & D category districts only

100% for a period of 3 years in B,C & D category districts only

100% for 5 years for A, B & C category and 9 years for D category districts

100% for 4 yearsin A (specific industries only) and B category districts and 6
& 8 years for C & D category districts respectively

(i) The incentives are available for new SSI units as well as for units undertaking expansion/modernisation.
(ii) Districts in the State have been classified as A, B, C &

D

in the order of most to least developed areas,

CONCLUSION
Besides incentives and subsidies given by the Centre, the State Governments too offer fiscal and
monetary incentives andsubsidies help entrepreneurs setting uptheir industries in the States to overcome
certain disadvantages. The entrepreneursare attracted to some State for their package ofincentives
and subsidies. The foremostincentive is a stable government with excellent law and order situation
followed by availability of disciplined, dedicated and skilled labour force. However, statesdo attract
industries by giving incentives in regard to sales tax, octroi, and subsidised loan. These incentives
have helped in large measure in attracting entrepreneurs to set up industries — and accelerate the
processof industrialisation. State incentives and subsidies have helped entrepreneurs to locate their
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projects and indus

subsidies indicate th

development, spanning

large, medium and smal

‘ he innovations of these incentives
: m foundation. T tion

is

trialise the State a oerole they have been playing in the processof jndustrial

heir adaptivity and the kward and non-backward and organised and UNorganiseg

nniomyeach sector needing different approaches, Strategieg
sectors

skills and techniques.

OO

ANNEXURE- |

Facikities fox and Incentives to Small-Scale Industries

Land

Investment Subsidy

Interest Subsidy

PowerTariff

Financial Assistance

Technical Assistance

Feasibility Study

Price Preference

Others

cture facilities and allot, sell or lease on a no-profit-no-loss basis

nt and the balance in instalments at low rates ofinterest,

15 per cent, subject to a ceiling is grantedto industries tg

States develop industrial areas with infrastru

with 10 per cent to 12 per cent down payme

Investment subsidy, ranging between 10 per cent to

be set in backward andtribal areas.

Interest subsidy at different ratesis granted t

engineers, craftsmen and artisans, subject tot

States.

A subsidy on electricity tariff fora period of3 to 5 years Is granted according to use andon certain terms and

conditions. This is made available for certain types of units whosepower constitutes a major item of production

cost. The type of product producedis also taken into consideration while granting this subsidy.

States grantfinancial assistance by way ofinterest-free loans, sales-tax loans and loans from State Financial
Corporations. The amountofassistance varies accordingto the type of industry andis given against immovable
property and personal security. Assistance to artisans and craftsmen ranges between Rs. 3,000, Rs. 5,000 and

for others between Rs. 10,000 and Rs. 25,000at an interest ranging between 7.5 percent and 13.5 per cent.

The repaymentperiod is between 5 and 10 years or more. The grant of financial assistance depends onthe
type of industry, products produced and on merit.

The State’s Directorate of Industries and the Industries Department provide technical guidance for the setting

up and erection of machinery and also for expansion. All possible technical assistance is given to new
entrepreneurs.

For industries having definite prospects, State Governments, through their own agencies conductfeasibility

studies free of cost up to Rs. 1000 or grant 50 per cent to 75 per cent subsidy for the preparation offeasibility
reports, This cost is converted into the share capital of the Government.

State Governmentand Local Boardsgive a price preference of 15 per cent to 20 percent overthe prices offered
forthe products of large and medium industries in all government purchases and on products for a certain
period provided the quality is on par with that of similar products of bigger units.
Octroi is exempted on capital equipmentand raw materials for different periods for industries. Property tax is
exempted for new industries for a certain period. Subsidy on transport cost and supply of water on a no-
profit-no-loss basis. Housing schemes get 50 per cent loan and 25 per cent subsidy. Royalties on raw materials
to Government considered on merit on an economicbasis. Assistance to educated unemployed, engineers.
technically qualified persons, etc., to set up own units.

o industrial units set up by educated self-employed, technocrats,

he capital investment not exceeding the limit set by the different
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52 SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURS
CHAPTER

 

Climbing the leadership ladder : “Exemplary leaders believe they have a responsibility to extend
people s growth and to create an environment where people constantly learn. Those are the surest ways
fo generate intellectual capital andto use that capital to create new value. In the next century, that will

be every leader's ultimate task.” — Warren Bennis, leadership expert

 

PASSION WORKS WONDERS
Being a successful entrepreneur, some say, has a simple recipe. Spot an opportunity, Take

Risk, Think Big, Sell the vision to various stakeholders and in betweenall this, Hire Great People.

Then, Just Focus, Execute and of course correct when necessary. e

 

   

  

This list of first-Generation Entrepreneurs have madeit big only in the recentpast; and they {

have managedto achieveit mostly on their own. Whatsets them apart is their passion to perform,

their ability to sail through highs and lows, and their neyer-say-die attitude.

Cool Operator: Sunil Bharti Mittal

At age 14, Sunil Bharti Mittal had made up his mind to do something exceptional in life, though ‘

he didn’t know what. But the second son ofpolitician Sat Paul Mittal had decided he would bein :

business, not politics. Thatfire in the belly to do something different has been the driving force in

Mittal’s life.

Armed with a graduate degree from Punjab University, Mittal started his first business venture

at 18 years of age in the manufacturing sector with a capital of Rs. 20,000.

This was 1976, and his choices in Ludhiana were limited; so he tried his hand Pa

at manufacturing crankshafts and cycle parts. Then feeling the need for a bigger

canvas, Mittal moved to New Delhiin 1978. With no big industrial family to fall

backon,trading seemedto be the best option and he was soon importing portable

generators. But ina turn of events, the government banned importof generators, ,

| and Mittal soon had nothingto fall back on. Six monthslater, Mittal happened F

to visit a trade fair in Taiwan where he wasintroduced to push-button telephones,  
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and he soon began importing them to India. It was this foray into the fringes of the telecom
industry that got Mittal excited. And it was the listing on the bourses that brought Mittal into the

limelight. Today his empire is a conglomerate (Rs. 72,000 crore by market cap, with a customer
base of 18.5 million GSM subscribers and 1.3 million broadband andfixed line customers). His
plans are now to diversify into the food retail sector, with an initial investment of Rs. 6000 crore.

 

   

  
The Buzz in Biotech: Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw

One April morningin 2004, Bangalore's leading biotech player Bioconlisted on FER¥..~ -¢
the National Stock Exchange. Its market capitalisation was $ | billion andits largest Wels
shareholder, Kiran Mazurndar-Shaw became a much. richer woman in a matter of [4
minutes. Starting out as a small enzyme maker in 1978, she built Biocon into a
biopharmaceutical companyofglobal reckoning, piece by piece, Luck no doubt had
something to do withit, but mainly it was perseverance and plain old hard work that %,
got her to where she is. Moreover, she had neither business background — her 3

father was a brewmasterwith the UB group — nordid she had a management degree.
Mazumdar-Shaw like Azim Premji and N. R. Narayana Murthy,built her company by
leveraging intellectual capital and creating a knowledge business. For the longest
ume, biotech was a black box which few people could fathom. So Biocon’s business

model was not widely understood. From making enzymes for an Irish partner,

Mazumdar-Shaw progressed to developing proprietary manufacturing technology,
moved into contract research and drug development, creating the building blocks for Biocon’s future in
biopharmaceuticals.

 

In a worldwide poll conducted by Nature magazine, Mazumdar-Shaw was voted as the mostinfluential person
whohas distinguished herself in biotech outside the US and Europe.Sheis in the company of greats — the American

nominee is Arthur Levinson of biotech giant Genentech and the European winner is Dan Vasella of Novartis. That
Mazumdar-Shaw overtook Philip Yeoh of Singapore’s EDB whois chairman, Agency for Science, Technology and

Research as also Eli Hurvitz of Teva Pharmaceuticals, makes this a sweet victory indeed. Curiously, this biotech icon

got fewer votes in India prompting Nature to commentthat she seems to be more popular outside her home country.

Mazumdar-Shaw takesthatin her stride. “This is a huge recognition for Indian biotech,” she declares modestly.

Nofills man: Captain G. R. Gopinath

Gorur Ramaswamy Gopinath came from a small remote village called Gorur in Karnataka. A graduate from the

National Defence Academy,hestarted his career as a commissioned officer in the Indian army; but returned to his
village with Rs. 6,000 in his pocket, saw an opportunity in agriculture, and later won a ‘Rolex award for Enterprise’,
for breaking new groundin ecological silk farming.

In 1995 however, Gopinath moved to Bangaloreto secure his children’s education andit washerethat he beganhis
tryst with the airline industry; setting up Deccan Aviation, India’sfirst private heli-charter company, Encouragedbyits
commercial success he set up Air Deccan in 2003 with one 48-seater ATR turbopropaircraft that connected low-
traffic destinations, Not that Gopinath had it easy. A few seconds before the inaugural take-off, the aircraft engine
caughtfire and passengers had a miraculous escape. Then camein opposition from other airlines on parkingrights,
check-in counters andfight timings. Even today, withits balancesheet continuingto bleed,critics say the companyis
going aboutin a haphazard manner,

Butdespite the occasional skid or two, what cannotbe dismissed is that Gopinath hasled the no-frill and low-cost
strategy in Indian air travel. And Air Deccan has grown to fleet of 28 aircraft, its schedule has increased to 221
flights, its route network stretches to 51 airports, it has carried about three million passengers to date, and has an
average load factor of 85 per cent.

Riding the Bull Wave: Sameer Gehlaut

Unlike Gopinath, the 30-something Sameer Gehlaut did notstart small. A mechanical engineerfrom IIT, Delhi, he
had a successful earth-moving business — Mackenna Minerals and Equipment. With money saved from this, and from
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his earlier jobs at oilfield services companies Schlumberger and Halliburton, he Ry
boughta seat on the Bombay Stock. Exchange in 1998-99 through Inorbit ff
Securities.

. By year 2000 fricnds Rajiv Rattan and Saurabh Mittal, whom he had worked
with at Schlimberger and Halliburton, joined in, and Inorbit was renamed Bue
Indiabulls. When the company listed on the bourses in 1999, it cost Rs. 19 a [Re
share. This mind you, was followed by the dot. com bust: andit wouldn't have
been unreasonable for many to considerit part of just that.

    

 

  

   

  

over 90 cities. Along with its subsidiary companies, it offers he Ker ueBae

consumerloans, brokerage and depository services, mutual funds se . pensneien
personal loans and homeloans. eee zs je >

cbbserepdstosEEETL

It isn’t easy being an entrepreneurat times, and Bajaj at 34, Ykae=ot ee
knowsthis well. A B.tech in computer science from IIT K b, diouky wheywoeoie rie hy eere
a anpur, SsBoat workOeBEERS a ee

Bajaj moved to the US to further pursue education, and passed ardetorcHL? “1 Seteepanting gobal ensaatve

out as Baker scholar from Harvard Business School. He then went ———————

on to work with Goldman Sachs. In year 2000 he returned to
India to form Baazee.com,along with fellow Harvard Business graduate Suvir Sujan. Like Gehlaut, he too survived the

dot.com bust. In four years’ time, Baazee.com established itself as the only auction Website in India with a sound

business model. Baazee.com was boughtout eventually e-Bay for $50 million.

But the lowest ebb in Bajaj's career was yet to come.In year 2004, accused offacilitating the sale of ‘obscene

material’ through his website, Bajaj was arrested and had to spend more than a weekin a Tiharjail, just like any other

under-trial would. The industry's strong reactionto his arrest is a knownstory, andit still stands by his side. Thereis

an amendmentin the IT Actthat is being pushed for, which insists on equitable liability between the host and the

uploader of content.

But even all the education in the world and the money made, do not guarantee an entrepreneur a smooth ride. For

Bajaj it was quick recovery that was essential. “On average,life is fair,” he says. “Yet, this happens when onetakes a

long enough period oftime into consideration — over short periodsit can swing either way.”

Today Bajaj is on 2 short sabbatical in the US,but has not lost faith in the Indian story (he’ continues as chairman,

e-Bay India). Meanwhile, he is building up his investments in the Indian stockmarkets as a small investor, and his bets

Highs and Lows: Avnish Bajaj noe

are on the pharmasector.

DREAMING BIG
Entrepreneur achievers who write their own success stories have, A Clear Vision; Desire to Excell; Clear-cut

Strategy.

Ask venture capitalists what they look for in a company they like to fund andthefirst thing they say is the market

they are in and vision; second: people; and third: a unique value proposition.

In India today few other sectors receive as much early- and mid-stage investmentas information technology. The

companies below are IT start-ups who’ve been through theinitial struggle, and have managedto convince others to be

big moneyon their small ventures. More importantly, as venture capitalist puts it, they have “their skin in the game.”

up cushy jobs, and risk it out in the hope of makingit big. All have one problem in
This required many to give

Will they succeed? Watch this space.
common:building a good team.
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Makemytrip.com,Delhi
When Deep Kalra graduated from IIM Ahmedabad (1992) his career choice was obvious — the corporate sector _

and he joined ABN Amro, Thereon, he moved to AMF Bowling (which introduced the conceptof pool and bowlingin

manyparts of the Indian subcontinent) after which he joined GE in business development. “Somewhere alongtheline
I got restless and wanted to do something of my own, In 1998, I planneda trip to Thailand and the bookings were
made on the net — which turned out to be 30 per cent cheaper and was also very convenient. That’s whenI decided
to set up a travel portal of my own,”says Deep Kalra, founder and CEO of MakeMyTrip.com.

E-Ventures invested close to Rs.10 crore in the business, from which he began to cater to the US market.
“Subsequently, E-Ventures decidedto close shop in India as the partners wanted to set out on their own overseas. We
brought back our equity which was backed by a small groupof investors,” Says Kalra. Then camethe next stage —
of setting up a portal for the India-based customers.

Today Makemytrip has grownto from 42 people (when westarted six years back) to qver 200 people. “Wewill
meetour projected revenue of Rs.190 crore by end March 2006. Besides, there is Rs.20 crore in cross commission
that would cometo ourkitty,” adds Kalra.

Ocimum Biosolutions, Hyderabad
Anuradha Acharya, after studying physics for five years at IIT, Kharagpur, movedto the US to acquire a master’s

degree in managementinformation systems and a master’s in physics. “But when you know you can’t be bestin a
field, it is important to move out at the right time,” she says.

So Acharya,along with a friend, formed Ocimum Biosolutions (Ocimum in layman's terms meanstulsi) in the US
and then established a base in Hyderabad. Whatstarted out as a contract research firm in year 2000 has developedinto

a company with several products. In fact, Ocimum’s product Optgene — a gene optimising tool — won an award
from Nasscom: ‘IT Innovation of Year award.’

She recently acquired a small company in Germany, and saysthat it is the company’s customerbase that has come

of help the most. Ocimumis today a completelife science. R&D enabling company with focusareas in BiolT, microarrays
and contract research. Acharyais close onthe heels of raising $5.5 million in. private equity, money she wants tp use

for more inorganic growth.

Gridlogics, Pune

Girish Sinha raised $600,000 in 2006 jp VC funding from IndiaCo Ventures. Sinha, an engineering gradyate from
Ranchi, worked with the erstwhile Hughes Software (now Flextronics) in New Delhi for three-and-a-half years before

setting up Gridlogics in end-2003 to help companies andinstitutions meet their growing computing requirements.““I
was looking around for incubators and came across IndiaCo,” he says.

Grid computing, Sinha explains, is “binding multiple computers to act as one, with all their power combined.”

“There’s whole lot of data which needs to be run every five seconds or so and evaluated for action;” he says.

The money Sinhahas just raised will help him enhancehis products, develop marketing and sales operations and

take a strategic interest in a couple of applications companies. “Our products don’t have a direct route to the market,”

he points out. “We provide components for the grid infrastructure, which need to be bundled with an application for
end users like banks, universities, R&D establishments, energy vendors.”

Vegayan Systems, Mumbai

Girish P. Saraph spent 13 years in the USafter he decidedto return to India to work as an associate professor with
the Indian institute of Vechnology, Mumbai, in the department ofelectrical engineering. Here he invented a routing
technology that he claims improves significantly the flow of packets of data. Based on the MPLS (multi-protocol label

switching) model, it gives network operatorsflexibility in diverting and routingtraffic around link failure, congestion
and bottlenecks.

Saraph calls this the VS routing scheme,and saysit is highly scalable and dynamic. Depite it being a more
expensive proposition, he hasfiled for international IP protection. Vegaysn recently raised $75,000 as venture capital
funding from the California-based Draper Fisher Jurvetson (it was one of two companiesselected out of 125). “The
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funding is most welcome,” he says, “but a large part will go in building a team and paying high salaries, that even

Indians are now getting used to.”

A leader, Napoleon Bonaparte oncesaid,is a dealer in hope. He couldn't have been more acciurate. Leaders are the

ones who envision great things and lead others to achieving them. They are the ones who, by appealing to a greater

cause, bring vastly different people with often conflicting objectives to work together towards a common goal, and

they are the ones who, when everyoneelse is lost, seem to know the right direction.

The entrepreneur leaders of the 21st century who have pioneered certain businesses, are relatively young, well

educated, smarter, ambitious and highly motivated than most of their peers, are driven, or are simply dogged. TYhey

do not hesitate to take on seemingly impossible goals and inspire everyone else around them to help achieve those

goals. Needless to say, India needs entrepreneurs in every sphere to do the job of inspiring all other young Indians in

the 21st century. Further, fulling ambitions and dreams, breathinglife into promising innovative business ventures,

parnering enterprises on the move,till they reach the peaks of success, providing them with a long-term partnership

for accelerated growth and encouraging foresight and drive are the principle tasks of business leaders.

WORLD LEADERSIN BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY AND

INNOVATION

There have been a large numberof outstanding successesin the US. In India we are only now beginning to see the

emergenceofa culture of innovation in high tech. A lot can changeif industry and the governmentputtheir mindsto

it. That's when wewill really join the world leaders in technology and high tech.
sac
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